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AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

TAX BILL

MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:

Support for revised energy tax sought

CITY COUNCIL
*The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session at 7:30
p.m. Thursday. June 10. in the
council chambers on the second floor of cuts hall.
SCHOOL BOARD
*The Calloway County School
Board will meet in regular session at 7 p.m. Thursday. June •
10, in the central office
located on College Farm Road.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Top
Senate Democrats reshaping
President Clinton's troubled
del icirreduction tax bill are circulating a plan that replaces his
hroad :n:rgy tax with a smaller
le% v on transportatiOn fuels, congressional sources say.
Democratic leaders also are
floating proposals to clamp a tax
on electricity, ease proposed new

INSIDE
•NEV,' YORK (AP) — In a
break/hough recalling "Jurassic Park," scientists extracted
genetic material from an insect
that lived when dinosaurs
roamed the Earth. Page 3
*PHOENIX — It's too early
to say the Chicago Bulls can't
be stopped in their march toward history. Wait another day.
Page 8
*MONTREAL — The Stanley Cup was sitting in the
Montreal Forum, and the Montreal Canadiens meant to keep
it there.
Playing as if their careers
depended on it, the Canadiens
simply outworked the Los
Angeles Kings. The score
showed it. Page 8

FORECAST
Today. partly sunny. warm and
humid w ith a few thunderstorms
like:y. Highs 85 in 90. Southr.`• h
wes1 .wind ;0
gusty around storms. Chance of
rain 60 percent. Tonight. thunderstorms likely with the lows
65 to 70. Southwest wind 5
mph. Chance of rain 60 percent.
Friday. mostly cloudy with a 411
percent chance of thunderstorms. Highs around 85.
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lo is's on the rich . and some
Social Security recipients, and
take a deeper bite out of Medicare and • Medicaid than the
house • has approved, said the
DeMocrats, who spoke on condition 01 anon y mity.
Deno:rats on the tax-writing
Senate Finance Co:n[111We discussed their alternatives Wednesday es ening and planned to

'I've not ;igreed to any specific proposal.— President Clinton
caution:d in an interview with

ABC.
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine,' and Finance
Committee Chairman Daniel Patrick Nloynihan, L)-N.Y., said
committee Democrats had reached no final agreements.
With blanket Republican
opposition likely., the goal is to
find S340 billion V401 th 01 tax
increases and spending slashes

101 OW nest le %,ars that Demo
:tits
t'ii h through the Senate
inolith's end
narI hemoie 116,•ia: H
List
s
row-Is arrio+ed
tuitniih l',11 .1s the pf i k‘ tor I heir
support. conservatoie Derkociats
in the Senate ha % e demanded
deeper spending cuts and ;aunt III TURN TO PAGE 2

Ex-senator is TELL ME A STORY
13th defendant
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Form:r state Sen. Art Schmidt
was "..,•ared to death" when FBI
agents arrived for a surprise
interrogation at the Capitol, his
attorney says.
In his panic. Schmidt told the
agents he had never received
money trom John Hall, a fellow
senator now turned government
sk iirics N. That misstalem-ent,
kn. Oh F41! S200 that changed
hands during a convention in Las
not Schmidt indicted
Wednesday.
knoNA that 1 made a mistake.
When kdking to the FBI, I should
ha‘e :.6,1 everything," a stricken
Schmidt told reporters in

Cos in.;ton.
Sehinalt, 66. of Cold Spring,
said he wall plead guilty next
week I() a single count of lying to
the I Pl. His attorneys. Philip
Taliaterio and Robert Carran,
said prosecimirs agreed to recommend that Schmidt be spared a
prison
Schmidt, a Reputslican who left•
-office in January alter nearly 30
years in the General Assembly,
became the 1 ;- th (kleinlaut of a
federal investI:mon code-named
Bootrot.`With a guilty plea, he
would he the 12th convicted.
Sc bin ill was among several
II TURN TO PAGE 2

Reward fund
started for Jones
By STACEY CRQOK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Thanks to a volunteer effort, a
special fund has been set up to
collect reward, money for information about Roger Dale Jones.
Organizer Elizabeth Rowland
said she and other friends of the
family felt they had to do
something.
"We're doing this because our
hands are tied. You feel helpless," Rowland said.
Accounts have been established at Peoples Bank of Murray, the Bank of Murray and
Dee's Bank of Hazel for those
who would like to make
contributions.
Rowland said 50 percent of the
money will go to the family and
50 percent will be used for
reward money.
She said it was decided to split
the donations because since
Jones' May 28 disappearance,
neither Bill nor Helen has
worked.
A weekly financial update will

be announced to let the public
know how much the reward is.
Rowland said she plans to keep
the account open for one year.
"I think any parent can feel for
them (the Jones)," Rowland said.
The reward will be offered for
the arrest of the person or persons involved in the disappearance of 19-year-old Jones.
Jones' father has offered a
S1,000 reward and an anonymous
S500 donation was made earlier
this week for the arrest and conviction of the person or persons
involved in the incident. Crimestoppers of Murray and Calloway
County is offering a $500 reward
for the arrest of the person or
persons involved.
Authorities have continued to
search for Jones in several areas
across the county. Several leads
are still under investigation.
The accounts were opened
Wednesday and donantions can
be sent to the Roger Jones
Reward Fund, care of Elizabeth
Rowland, to the following

STACEY CROOK:Ledger & Ti-r.; ph310
Area youngsters learn how to tell stories at the Junior Storycrafters Workshop conducted at the
National 13i) Scout Museum this week. (From left) Ellen Gingles, 8, Shannon kipphut, 9, Nathan
McCoy, 7, Michael Frawley. 8, and Drew Fielder, 8, get instruction on the craft from Jay Overton. A
storytellin workshop summer camp will he held June 27 through July 3 at the museum.

Country Meets Rock
Stamps feature music legends
By AMY WILSON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Stamp lovers all across the
United States will be walking the
floor trying to get their own Hank
Williams stamp when it goes on
sale this afternoon at post offices
nationwide.
"We have 4,000 stamps and I
will be issuing them to all the
stations today," said Mark Kennedy, Murray postmaster.
Stamp collectors will also
swamp the post offices Wednesday, June 16, to get a collection
of the "Legends of American
Music, Rock & Roll/Rhythm &
Blues" stamps.
The stamps, featuring Elvis

Presley, Otis Redding, Buddy
Holly, Dinah Washington, Bill
Haley, Ritchie Valens and Clyde
MePhatter, may be purchased in a
20-stamp booklet with two to five
stamps of each artist or in a
35-stamp sheet, with a nonperforated border containing five
stamps of each artist.
"In this office, we sold 8,000
of the Elvis stamps during the
first weekend — Friday, Saturday
and Monday — which was our
allotment," Kennedy said.
He predicts the Hank Williams
stamp allotment will be sold out
before the Rock & Roll stamps
go on sale.
"People may not collect all
stamps, but they might collect

Rock & Roll stamps to put in
with their record collections,"
Kennedy said.
To help kick off the Rock &
Roll celebration, the Murray Post
Office will reserve a special window open from 8:45 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., June 16.
Later thfs year, the Legends of
American Music series will salute
contributions of country and
western music and Broadway
musicals. THe new stamp series
will run for several years, featuring performers from all genres of
American music from jai./ to
blues to pop.
Also available by mail order is
TURN TO PAGE 2
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Wetlands being used at subdivision

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person ot
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday: 8 am.-noon Saturday.

MISS YOUR PAPER'
,
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m Monday
through Friday Of by 1:30 p m.
Saturday are urged to call
733-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:304 p.m. Moodsy-Friday or
1.10-4 p.m. Saturday
• • • •
TO SURSCRIBE• 751- IvIn

resume closed-door meetings
today. Earlier Wednesday, Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen and
White house budget chief Leon
Panetta attended meetings in the
Capitol to review the options,
which were tentative and subject
to change.

sTAINIV 01100101,segir Time pnen•
Dr. Don Hammer (left) and Jolla Mockler take a elan leek at tbe
constructed witlamds Mettler has lallailtd in a sew aeltdIvklea
teeth et Mem/.

It is cost efficient. It requires
low maintenance. It blends with
Mother Nature.
In areas, such as western Kentucky, more and more developers
are taking a closer look at alternative means of waste disposal.
One solution is a constructed
wetlands.
A wetlands constructed for
wastewater treatment is a manmade marsh, designed, built and
operated to simulate the water
quality improvement function of
natural wetlands, according to the
Regional Waste Department of
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
"It has been referred to as the
kidneys of the environment," said
.,Dr. Don Hammer, with TVA's
Waste Technology Program.
Tom Mechler, a local developer, implemented a constructed
wetlands into a new subdivision
south of Murray.
Mechler said he opted for the
wetlands approach because he
thought the system would be beneficial to homeowners.
"I got the idea from the Calloway County Health Department
and thee talked to a developer In

"It has been referred to as the
kidneys of the environment."
--Dr.'Don Hammer
Mayfield that uses the system.
Dr. Hammer designed the system
based on his work with TVA and
it has been fuctional for a year,"
Mechler said.
He said the average cost for
installation of a "traditional" septic system is anywhere from
$2,500 to $3,000. Homeowners
who are connected to a wetlands
system will have to pay for the
installation of a septic tank and
hook-up to the central system at a
cost of $600 to $4,000.
Barry Grogran, who has worked on other constructed wetlands
for the health department, said
the idea is another option for
builders to consider.
"We have lots of problems
with the soils around here
percolating.
"Constructed wetlands arc an
alternative system to give a person an option of disposing of
waste water," Grogan said
TVA provides technical asses

tance to those who construct
wetlands.
Hammer said the system provides life support, hydrologic
buffering and water quality
Improvement.
The basic idea of the system is
to allow solids into the septic
tank as the waste water enters the
cell.
The cell is the area that allows
horizontal flow of water across
vegetation.
"As it flows, the bacteria sits
on the vegetation and is purfied.
"This is an attempt to copy a
process that as gone on for hundreds of thousands of years."
Hammer said.
Unlike other septic and waster
water treatment systems. a constructed wetlands needs no
pumps, elect/icily or aeration.
"It is low cost, environmentally
friendly and requires no chemi
II TURN TO PACE 2
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•Support...
FROM PAGE 1
nation of Clinton-S broad energy
tax, which is based on the British
thermal units, or energy content,
of fuels.
As the search for those
changes proceeded, many House
Democrats who voted for the bill
made clear they were upset by
Senate efforts to ease its impact.
tied _that_ui
_ScverI 1 'he
a visit to the Capitol before their
vote_ Clinton promised House
Democrats that he wouldn't abandon them it they supported his
energy levy.•
"So I don't know if that's a
done deal," Rep. Charles Rangel,
D-N.Y., said of the broad energy
tax. "But if it is, it's a major
political problem tor members of
the House that took the gamble.
suplioried the president and took
the risk at home."
he bill will be in danger in
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the House if we eontinue to cut
Medicare and Medicaid and trumpet (the) big victory for big
industry and big oil," predicted
Rep. Bill Richardson of New
Mexico, a Democratic deputy
whip.
The administration, its momentum faltering alter weeks of
Zind other miscues, publicly distanced itself from the senators deliberations.
"Whatever it takes to nuive
the process forward we would
encourage. We wouldn't necessarily have to endorse it," Panetta cautioned at a news
conference.
It wasn't clear how the day's
action affected Sen. David Boren,
D-Okla., the swing vote on the
Finance Committee. He has
demanded extra spending cuts
and elimination of Clinton's
broad energy tax.
Boren praised a 540 billion
energy tax unveiled by Sen. John
Breaux, D-La., that would add
7.3 cents to each gallon of fuel
for cars, planes and other modes
of transportation. But Boren said
his support would depend on the
spending cuts made, and transportation industry executives
immediately attacked the
proposal,
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FROM PAGE 1
a deluxe box set of 20 vintage
recordings by the "Legends" produced by the postal service and
Warner Cutom Music.
The double-length music package includes the Legends of Rock
& Roll/Rhythm & Blues commemorative stamp booklet and a

The ar_ents wanted to know
about his trip to a Jockeys Guild
convention in Las Vegas in
Deccinher 1990. Hall, who has
pleaded guilty to extortion and a
charge related to racketeering,
was passing out money to influence legislators on behalf of
Riverside Downs, a harness track
at I lL'nli.'rmm.

p.m.
7.53.238n

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency

Hall did not know' that Riverside Downs officials were working with the FBI.
Taliaferro said Schmidt "felt
intimidated and was scared to
death by the investigation, by the
presence of the FBI and by their
questioning of him on tape, and

6th & Main
753-0489

Lumber&Builsliqg

SUP

According to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Lavern
L. Perry, 47, Cherry Street, was arrested Thursday and charged with alcohol
intoxication and falsely reporting an incident. Reports indicated Perry called
the Kentucky State Police for help, but when deputies arrived, she asked for
a ride home and said there was no problem.

WOMAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT

\-1
Patricia Foster was arrested by Murray police June 8 on a warraiit charging
her with fourth-degree assault.

THREE INJURED IN ACCIDENT

Three people were injured in a two-car accident on Ky. 121 N. near the
National Guard Armory June 8 at approximately 6 p.m. According to reports
from the Calloway County Sheriffs Department, Scott K. Adams, 18, was
northbound when he attempted to pass another vehicle. While Adams was
passing in the southbound lane, a vehicle, driven by Frederick D. Casey, 19,
pulled from the armory into the southbound lane and the path of Adams.
Casey, a passenger in his vehicle, Robert Pearcie; and David Lay, a passenger in the Adams' vehicle, received injuries and were transported to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Lay was admitted and is listed in stable
condition. Both Casey and Pearcie were treated and released, according to
a hospital spokesman.

EMT CLASSES OFFERED
The Murray Fire Department is hosting Emergency Medical Technician classes beginning June 17. The classes will be held on Mondays and Thursdays
for approximately four months. Applications can be picked up at the Murray
Fire !Department and are due no later than June 11.

Baffling illness may
have claimed 12th victim
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.(AP) — A young Indian woman was
fatally stricken in what may be the 12th death caused by the baffling illness in the Southwest.
"Authorities suspect that her death was caused by acute respiratory distress related to the recent illness outbreak," but more tests
are needed to confirm that, said John McKean, a spokesman for the
governor's office.
The 22-year-old woman's name, tribe and hometown in northwestern New Mexico were not released. She died at Wednesday at
University Hospital.
If the suspected cause is confirmed, it would be the first known
death from the flulike illness since May 29, when a 13-year-old
Navajo girl died.
"It isn't over, I'm afraid," McKean said.
In addition, four suspected cases were confirmed on Wednesday,
bringing the total number of confirmed cases to 23 in Arizona and
New Mexico, said Dr. Norton Kalishman, chief medical officer for
the state Health Department.
Those four cases, all non-fatal, occurred as early as February and
as recently as last week, he said.
Seven deaths in New Mexico and four in Arizona have been
blamed on the illness. Most victims have been young, otherwise
healthy Navajos.
Health officials have said they suspect the ailment is caused by a
virus found in rodent droppings. The woman who died Wednesday
had been scheduled for treatment with a drug that has been effective in treating strains of the virus.
The latest suspected victims had the same symptoms as those in
confirmed cases — respiratory distress, swollen lung*, low oxygen_
levels and a high white blood cell count.

•Stamps...

legisl.it:• questioned by agents
during .1 surprise sweep through
the Capitol on March 31, 199.2,
the day the investigation became

p

Daily Monday - Friday

WOMAN ARRESTED AFTER FALSE REPORT

Severe thunderstorms rumbled
High winds and a lightning
across "Kentucky for the second
storm that woke many residents
time in less than a week, bringing
in Henderson, Daviess and Union
heavy rains, flash flooding and
counties before daybreak left
high winds and were blamed for
hundreds of people without
a traffic fatality in Jefferson
electricity. Most of the outages
County.
were caused by lightning hitting
A tractor:
trailer jack-knifed-on- -electrical -equipment—or high
:I rain-covAed highway and overwinds blowing limbs onto power
turned on a vehicle driven by
lines, and service was restored
28-year-old Mark Deeley of quickly in most areas. The downLouisville, who was killed. No
pour caused a stir at a Henderson
one else was injured in the
nursing home where nearly 10
accident.
inches of rain water gathered in
Police in Litchfield reported a
two narrow courtyards.
tornado near Big Clifty near the
"I don't know whether it was
Grayson-Hardin county line, a problem with one of the drainaccording to the National Weathage systems or whether it was
er Service, which said it could
just the flash-flood conditions.
not. confirm the report although
but it got about 10 inches deep in
radar indicated strong thunderthe courtyard and had begun to
storms in the area.
seep under some of the walls,"
Marble-sized hail was reported
said Steve Maddox, administrator
in some areas and trees and powof the Medco nursing home.
er lines were downed in scattered
The nursing home rented water
counties across the state. But
pumps and vacuum cleaners to
Wednesday's storms. apparently
rid the courtyard and the rooms
inflicted far less damage than
of the water in about two hour..
those on Friday, which destroyed
Maddox said.
scores of homes and damaged
Also in Henderson. a tree
hundreds more in every region of
blown down,by the storm crushed
the stale.
mobile home. Mary Gregory
said her son, Bruce. v. as in the
In western Kentucky, more
process of moving into the trailer.
than four inches of rain in about
"He said 'it sounded like a
four hour: turned streets into cantrain and then there was this loud
als and flooding creeks closed
crash,— Ms. Gregory said.
rural roads.
"He"s lucky to get Out of
Pea-sized hail, heavy rains and
there."
wind gusts greater than 60 mph
Heavy rains in Owensboro
wrce reported in Crittenden
forced postponement ot the high
County, said Mary Traughber of
school baseball tournament semithe weather service office in
final games scheduled for today

FROM PAGE 1

UPS Pick-Up

LOCAL NEWS ROUNDUP

collector's book featuring rare
photos and historical information
on each artist.
"The artists honored on these
stamps caught the imagination of
people throughout the world and
influenced other musicians for
several generations," Kennedy
said.

•Ex-senator...

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

9 a.m.Hw 641

Thunderstorms batter
state for second time

PL

he made an error in judgment."
Schmidt was a nienther of the
Senate's Business Organizations
and Professions Cominittee,
which • handled legislation on
horse racing. All the Boptrot
indictments to date have involved
payoffs and influence peddling
related to -racing.
U.S. Attorneys Joseph Whittle
and Karen Caldwell said in Lexington they could not prove
Schmidt believed he was
expected to do something for the
money, so he was not charged
with bribery.
The felony charge against him
only required the withholding of
significant information, the prosecutors said. If Schmidt had told
agents immediately about getting
money from Hall, "he wouldn't
be charged today," Whittle said.
Carran said Schmidt, within a
week of the interview, sent a note
to the grand jury that said he had
not been completely -candid.
The maximum penalty for his
offense would be five years in
prison and a S250,0011,fine, but
Schmidt likely would receive far
less.

II Wetlands...
FROM PAGE 1
cats," Hammer said.
As the water flows into the cell
and slowly works across the vegetation, it is cleansed. By the
time it reaches the other end of
the cell, the water has been freed
of bacteria and it drains into a
pond.
That water will eventually seep
back down to the water table,
Hammer said.
The cell is not a swamp, Hammer said.
As the vegetation develops, a
constructed wetlands is a prime
place for birds to nest.
Hammer said in urban areas,
wetlands serve a dual purpose.
Designs incorporate green space
with trails and picnic areas.
This type of system, however,
is predominately used in rural
areas because a wetlands cannot
handle storm water that runs
through city streets.
In Mechler's system, he said
he has planted cattails and bull
rush. Hammer said those species
are best designed to tolerate dirty

Prices Good Thru June 15, 1993
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Vacation—
your lights
while you are
away.
Limited Supply
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Square D Load Center &
Main Breaker Panels
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Time To
Cool Off!

2995
ft. N1etal

Wheelbarrow
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4Is. ,-- By The Bulb or By The Box

64999
Ryobi TSS220
81/2" Sliding Compound

Fluorescent Bulbs

Miter Saw

Treas Lumber Do-it center
Open
7 Days
A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center NIurray, KY
759-1390
31

addresses: Peoples Bank of Murray, P.O. Box 470, Murray,
42071; Bank of Murray, P.O.
Box 1080, Murray, 42071; Dee's
Bank of Hazel, Hazel, 42049.
For more information, call
Rowland at 753-3116 or Katherine Lax at Murray Beauty Salon,
753-3142.

753-MEAT

USDA Choice (In the Bag)

1.89
Loin Pork Chops 2.99
Boneless Lamb Legs 3.99
Babyback Ribs 3.69
Pork Loin Roast 3.59
All Meat & Bologna 1.89
Whole Briskets

USDA Choice

Boneless Center Cut
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We are pleased to
announce that Lisa
Jackson, bride-elect of
Jim Ellis, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Lisa and Jim will be
married June 26, 1993.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

0.4711.

1i1114
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water.
Mechler has also planted honeysuckle around the fence that
encloses the cell.
"Eventually, this will be a
green patch," Hammer said.
Grogan said the constructed
wetlands are one of the few systems that, "puts cleaner water
back into the ground than what
you started with."
There are approximately 30
constructed wetlands in Calloway
County, Grogan said. In the
Purchase District, Health Department Area, there are approximately 250 wetlands.
Grogan said some wetlands are
larger than others. The majority
of the systems are private systems that are used on only one
home.
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Scientists recover DNA from dinosaur era
NEW YORK (AP) — In a
breakthrough recalling "Jurassic
Park," scientists extracted genetic [flail:ft:11 from an insect that
lived when dinosaurs roamed the
Earth.
The estinct insect, a weevil
I2o eillion to 135 million
year, old, was well-preserved
bee:ills: it had gotten mired in
tree resin that hardened into
amber.

The genetic material is at least
80 million years older than any
used in previously reported studies, researchers said today —
one day before the opening of the
mix t,. "Jurassic Park," based on
the 111,:hael Crichton noxel.
In "Jurassic Park," scientists
extract dinosaur genetic material
from an insect and go on to clone
3 dinosaur.
•
But the newly reported genetic

Officials say Gulf veterans
suffer from unknown illness
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal officials acknowledge some
Gulf War veterans are suffering from unknown illnesses, but say
there is no evidence of widespread disease linked to service in the
Persian Gulf region.
A few cases do "present complex health issues, some of which
appear to defy our best efforts to define them," Dr. James W. Holsinger Jr., said Wednesday.
Holsinger, undersecretary of health in the Veterans Affairs
Department, was among dozens of officials, veterans and doctors
who testified before a House Veterans Affairs subcommittee on
mysterious maladies that have hit some who served in Sandi Arabia, Kuwait and Iraq..
The victims claim thousands are suffering from such symptoms
as fatigue, loss of memory, intestinal and heart problems, hair loss
and body sores.
Veterans' groups have suggested the illnesses could be linked to
war-related contaminants such as smoke from oil fires, pesticides,
anthrax and botulism vaccines, radiation from depicted uranium
used in munitions and a parasitic disease transmitted by the bite of
a sand flea.
But Holsinger said the VA has treated nearly 73,000 Persian
Gulf theater veterans and, except in the area of psychological problems, they showed "no significant difference in the major categories of diagnoses'. in comwisons yvilb yetaana who _didzot...se.m._
in the Gulf theater. More than 600,000 served in the Gulf.

Telescope glimpses
'celestial strip show'
ItlitKLLEY, Calif. (AP) Despite jitters and bIllITy vision,
the Hubble Space Telescope has
eotten ,t galactic eyeful, glimpsing hot, "naked" stars perform.
ire a -celestial strip show."
lii ddif-i-o-u—ni--cliscovering thistles, class 01 objects, Hubble has
made a big step toward measurme the uniserse and found hints
that a nearby star may be orbited
hy an unseen planet.
I he discoveries were
antli,un,-cd Wednesday during the
American Astronomical Society's
national meeting by scientists
ssho say too much is being made
otI I
in rubies
.Astri)nonter Guido De Marchi
used the orbiting telescope to dissos et- a new class of blue stars,
six times hotter than our sun. The
I5 clumped objects once were
red yiant stars, but gravity from
nearby stars stripped their envelopes of gas and left only "naked
core" stars, said De Marchi, who
works at the Space Telescope
Ssienee Institute in Baltimore.
N.ASA astronomer Steve
Nlaran ealled it "a celestial strip
show."
Despite Hubble's improperly
ground main, mirror, the telescope
"is on budget. producing marvelous science and can be fixed,'"
said. Batty Madore, of the Calitorn la Institute of "Technology in
Paelderia.
Launehed on a S2.5 billion
mission in 1990, Hubble suffers
jitters solar power panels, failed
gsross'opcs and fuses and the

rf tit`h:111, ‘f. Inch blurs its
view 01 die most distant objects.
NASA plans to send shuttle

iiiirror

Endcaxour and seven astronauts
to fix Ilubble in December, a task
that will require a record five
space-wa k s.
Astronomers Irinn the telescope institute, Caltech- and . the
Carnegie Institution used Hubble
to make a ,major step in the effort
to measure the sue and age of the
universe and its speed of expansion. Carnegie researcher Wendy
Freedman said.

material is from the insect itself,
rather than an insect's meal of
dinosaur blood. And it's just two
bits of one gene, not enough to
create the insect, even if such
cloning %%CR' possible.
The weevil was found in Lebanon in the oldest known amber
d,Tosos to contain insects.
"I niexer expected to get DNA
front this weevil" because it was
so old. said researcher Raul Cano

01. Beirut in Lebanon
and the t nix ersli oil Calitornia
at Berkeley.
Genes are made up ()I ,hemical
sequences. and researchers were
able to determine the sequences
oh
i li agnednea.
Tiltv'
ieo r‘
.
h sirtt'ils '
lh*La n%ikal;L:%tg
great achiesement." said Ward
W h ee_14:_r . . t h _Amu:tie_a n _
Museum ot Natural History in
New York. co author ot a recent

of Caldornia 1'01,1es-hills State
Unix ersity in San Luis Obispo,
Calif. "But when we looked at
the tissue. there was a kit ot
tissue there. So we were willing
to take a chance."
lie reported the study ortoday'S Issue ol the journal
Nature 'snit a colleague at his
um,CrS1111 and seicatists the Critters tor Disease Control and [INV.:MUM
in Atlanta. American

study

oil

Iroin

25 million to :0
years old.

Nome

ill I II i

The record may not stand t.,1
long. Brian Farrell 0l toe
I ,
l nixr
silty oh Colorado at BOUlder saki
he had ''prelmonary posit!. ,•
results" in getting a genek
sequence Iron the s,„ales of-f l Ii
sonic 180 million to 21(1 iii ill iii
sears old

Some of greatest justices lacked experience
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Appoint a Supreme Court justice
who's never been a judge? Some
say Louis Brandeis, Felix Frankfurter, William 0. Douglas, Lewis Powell, Byron White and William Rehnquist worked out all
right.
As for placing a politician on
the highest court, do the names
Earl Warren, Hugo Black or William Howard Taft ring a bell?
One politician who has never
worn a judge's robe — Interior
on
Secretary Bruce Babbitt
President Clinton's short list of
candidates to replace the retiring
Justice White.
Senate Republican Leader Bob
Dole noted Babbitt's lack of
experience Tuesday when
asked about a possible
nomination.
And Sen. Orrin hatch said
Babbitt, who was Aritona's attorney general and then its governor, could be a troublesome nominee because he is . a politician
who might substitute his "personal beliefs for the law."
• These are not new concerns,
said Leo Ribuffo, a prolessor of
American histo!y. at George
Washington University.

- is

"Sonic of the greatest justices
were professional politicians,
even cronies." Ribuffo said.

"And it doesn't necessarily follow that prior judicial experience
is necessary."
In fact, there's no requirement
that a Supreme Court justice he a
lawyer. All 106 have been, however, despite occasional arguments in lax or of appointing a
philosopher unencumbered by
legal training.
Ribuffo said Warren, a ('ahlornia governor before he served as
chief justice from 1953 to I9(19,

fudge to the Supreme Court until
his eighth and last pick. when he
nominated Wiley Rutledge in
194
When
1,3
'h
Roosevelt appointed
them, Frankfurter was teaching
law at Harvard and Douglas was
heading the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
Roosexelt's other appointees
included two solicitor getter**.
Stanley Reed and Robert Jack
Non: Frank

Murphy. the attinne‘

Leildlienbtir4 also Said v.:1M,

politicians joining the sou!
'is a real red herring
Inc
Warren and Tale the latter a lot
flier president !Aln
ie appointe,'
hief justice in 1 92 I
1.'1.11111,k'
oxen

01

politicians. who

hok row- 444114.'

jurists.

When appointed by President
Wilson in 1916.'Brandeis dune
an arbitration boAd, iii, NC W
(
'
its.

Powell, who retired in Pis: •
after 15 sears on the Inyti s ouit
had been a practieing I.i xxss.1
entire legal career, as %Nell as a
Bit
president of the Amin,
Association and the Atnefis'ai!
College of Trial 1 as,,ers
On the current f.uurt. While
and Rehnqu 1st were Justice
Department 'lawyers with strong
political connectkuis bet ore ben!.
appointed.

gt9ieral and former Mishigan
"turned out to be a brilliant
gover1101 who had sersed as a
mediator on the court."
Detroit judge; and James Its n ties,
"The first great chief justice.
a U.S. senator from South
John Marshall, was picked main- • Carolina.
ly because he was a crony oi
President John Adams," - Ributto
"Selecting a .ludge is otten the
said.
Li mid choice,'' [elle htenburg
This century, 22 of the .5() men
said. "It's often the sate thing to
and one woman appointed to the
do hut not the brilliant dung to
nation's highest court had no pie"
vious judicial experience.
Well, almost. One of those 22
wasThigii- Black. A U.S. senator
and buddy to President Franklin
D. Roosevelt when appointed to
the court in 1937, Black had been
a part-time police court judge for
18 months early in his Alabama
career.
William Leuchtenburg, an
American history prolessor at the
COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
Unix ersity of North Carolina.
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
pointed out that Roosesen diolmit
759-1707
get around to appoinnt4! a silting

ServicemAsTER,
Carpet, Furniture
and Drapery Specialists

itatikelitacit
GRADS

Great GiftIdeas
from Radio Shack

DADS

The telescope discovered 30
bright, slowly pulsating stars
called Cepheids in spiral galaxy
M81, then measured their distance from Earth.

OUT

37%

Preprogrammed
4-in-1 remote

The brightness of Cepheids is
proportional to their pulse rate.
Scientists can determine their
exact brightness and use that to
measure their distance, employing them as a cosmic yardstick.
Freedman said.
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WASIIINGTON TODAY

Clinton cautious
in Supreme Court
nominee decision
By JOHN KING
Associated Press News Analysis
-WASHINGTON (AP) — At a White House trying to shed an image
of chaos, caution is the watch word as President Clinton weighs a
decision on his Supreme Court nominee.
Underscoring his desire for a safe pick, Clinton is discarding his
own deadlines and consulting Republicans.
Given the contentious debates over some court choices in recent
years, safe is a laudable attribute for any nominee. This is particularly
true for Clinton, since his will be the first appointment by a Democratic president in a generation.
Clinton's caution is all the more important, and telling, because of
the political climate into which his eventual nominee will be introduced. Clinton's recent mistakes and missteps have left him weakened
politically, so he .has little choice but to bc wary as he endeavors to
put his stamp on the high court.
"He is approaching it in a very careful and thoughtful way and he
has been very gracious in consulting," said Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah,
the ranking Republican on the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Hatch has talked not only to Clinton of late but also to White House
counsel Bernard Nussbaum, offering his assessment of the reception
that would await the finalists on. Clinton's court list.
Such cautious consultation hasn't always been a Clinton trademark.
Indeed, the White House ignored quiet rumblings and then a clamor
of criticism over Clinton's choice of Lani Guinier to head the Justi..
Department's civil rights division. Only when confronted with evi-.
dence she could not win confirmation did Clinton finally abandon
Guinier. an embarrassing episode.. still fresh, that clouds the court
search.
"This is a very, very important decision," Hatch said in an interview. "Not just because the court is so important. If this nomination
runs into an inordinate amount of difficulty, the president would be
hurt pretty badly."
At the White House, some take Hatch's comments as a shrewd way
to push his favorite on Clinton's list: 1st Circuit Court of Appeals
Judge Stephen Breyer of Boston. As a former. Judiciary Committee
chief counsel well liked by Republicans, Breyer is considered as safe
as sate can be. "He'd go through 100-0, I'd bet," Hatch says.
Es en if Hatch had personal motives in offering his advice, there's
no arguing with the thrust of the message: Clinton had better get this
nomination right.
At the White House, aides describe Clinton as determined to pick a
sure bet. That goal has led to some trepidation over the candidate
sonic describe as Clinton's favorite: Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt.
There are no known obstacles to Babbitt's confirmation, and the
former Arizona governor and attorney general has the "real life"
experience Clinton has consistently said he wants in a court pick. But
any veteran politician has taken •a controversial position or two, as
well as made an enemy or three.
"People come out of the woodwork on these things," is how Hatch
put it.
The White House says it is not worried. Perhaps not, but there are
other reasons giving pause to the idea of naming Babbitt.
Env ironmentalists lobbied hard for his appointment at Interior, and
while pleasing them, Babbitt has also deftly built good relations with
corporate and other interests often at war over access to federal lands
in Interior's domain.
"The most serious question about Babbitt is whether you want to
tip the one apple cart that seems to he rolling in the right direction,"
said one White House official who wants. Babbitt kept at Interior but
thinks he is Clinton's court favorite. "Why lock a man with that kind
ot political talent in a closet like the court?"
tine obvious- sign of the caution is that few White House aides will
discuss the search unless guaranteed anonymity. While acknowledging
saution, these aides insist the White House conversations with Hatch
shouldn't be interpreted as a dc facto RtFtiublican veto of any nominee.
"The president wants to make sure that is done with complete consultation, hut this is his pick," one senior aide said Wednesday.
Clinton had hoped to make his choice early this week. When that
proved impossible. Thursday was penciled in. Now, White House officials say it could come Friday but more likely Saturday. And they
don't flatly rule out further delays.
The clear mood at the White House favors caution over cutting
corners.
For good reason.
"They. shouldn't rush," said Hatch. "One thing the president can't
take is another disaster, especially on a Supreme Court nominee."
EDITOR'S NOTE: John King covers politics and the Clinton
administration.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

•

June 5, The Virginian-Pilot and The Ledger-Star, Norfolk. Va.. on Lani Guinier:
President Clinton made the right choice in withdrawing the nomination ol-Lani Guinier. Her views on voting rights cannot be dismissed
as mere academic writings which would not be_ "appropriate subjects" for her confirmation hearings. As head of the L'S. Justice
Department's civil-rights division, she would have influenced the
• application ot the nation's most important voting-rights laws. And,
given the contzpt and tone of her opinions on voting rights, there was
no way she would have been confirmed by the Senate — especially
since the president said even he could not endorse her beliefs.
All of which raise the basic question! Why did he nominate Ms.
Guinier in the first place?
No president, not even one with ... Clinton's brains and energy, can
oversee all aspects of the executive branch of the federal government:
But the selection of members ot the Cabinet and important subCabinet positions — such as civil-rights chief at Justice
should he
a _priority lot the person in the Oval Office. ...
TAC Lani Guinier Casco, by itself, is a minor blip on the presidential,screen. But add it to me Baird. Kimba Wood. the haircut and the
travel-hureau WINN, and the cumulative message comes down to one
vvord• incompetence

TV station wades into 'sleaze'
The headline: "TV station
arranged for male prostitute to
meet--finest."
What is this — "Current
Affair," "Inside Edition," or
"Geraldo," I thought as I began
to read the Associated Press
story.
No, it isn't a joke. At least the
grand jury that has been called to
hear the case isn't laughing.
Here are all the sordid details.
Put down those "National Enquirer" mags — trust me this is
better.
A local TV station in St. Louis
arranged for a male prostitute to
meet a priest in a hotel room.
KMOV set up the meeting in
hopes that the priest would discuss sexual activity by other
priests in the Roman Catholic
diocese. The prostitute had
claimed personal knowledge of
sexual activity by priests.
The station had a camera
aimed at the window and cameras
and tape recorders hidden in the
Mom.
The Post-Dispatch reported
that KMOV paid the prostitute's
expenses, including air fare
(don't ask me why he had to fly
— maybe prostitutes in California take the red-eye out every night
for St. Louis customers), rental
car, parking, hotel room, a roomservice meal, an in-room movie
and a phone call to the priest.
This might not be such a bad
job.

TIKERDS

Feel sleazy yet? Are you starting to hold the edges of this
newspaper with your fingertips.
Well, the priest and the prostitute left the room after the priest
allegedly handed the prostitute
S200 and KMOV reporters made
a prearranged phone call to interrupt the transaction.
Let's face it, there is only so
much they could have shown on
TV anyway, right?
Does the public really cry out
for such sensationalism in the
news?
I guess the ratings for "A Current Affair" and "Inside Edition"
are strong or else the shows
would be canceled. But are these
the kind of shows the local TV
stations arc trying to emulate?
Let me provide a little more
background on this story to be
fair. Since March 6, the bishop
has removed six priests from
their churches while he investigates allegations of sexual misconduct with minors.
So there is a problem in this
diocese. But wouldn't it be better,

to do stories on the state of the
Roman Catholic priesthood, why
this is happening, what does the
future hold, what victims can do,
how the congregations are handling it.
Maybe the station's prostitute
budget could have been better
spent on trying to locate former
priests who could share their perspectives on the problem.
The station could have pushed
stories calling for reform and
advocating victim's rights.
But instead, the news team that
worked the story pushed a Geraldo angle that did nothing to
improve its community but
served only to give journalism
another black eye.
By the way, the station didn't
air the story on the meeting.
Management said the meeting
was set up in hopes the priest
would discuss sexual activity by
other priests.
I know if I were doing something illegal, that's what I would
want to do, blab about it with a
prostitute.

If the public watches those
kinds of stories on the national
network, does that mean we still
have to provide that kind of
coverage on the local level?
And if we do, what does that
say about us? About our readers
and viewers?
KMOV general manager Allan
Cohen said the station was trying
to investigate a legitimate story,
but it "appears that there may
have been some errors of
judgment."
Circuit Attorney Dee JoyceHayes believes there has been an
error of judgment. She said a
grand jury would decide whether
KMOV had engaged in conduct
"designed to facilitate" an act of
prostitution.
The church has decided to file
a complaint with the Federal
Communications Commission.
I guess I have stood on the
soap box long enough. I'll let
Joyce-Hayes and Bishop
O'Donnell have the last words.
"When a news source...pays a
prostitute to entice a priest into
the violation of his priestly promises and of civil law we must protest," O'Donnell said in a letter
to the station.
"I think it is totally inappropriate for a news organization to
create news in this way and to
cause criminal conduct to take
place," said Joyce-Hayes.
Enough said.
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Changes in our Schools
A Commentary
Extended School Services provide one-on-one help
By Marilyn Bailey
Director of Communications
The Prichard Committee
When Bill Greene,68, retired from insurancesales he certainly didn't think he'd
be spending his "golden years" finger
painting with chocolate pudding.
But that's exactly the kind of thing
Greene does two days a week through the
Grandparents Program ofExtended School
Servicesinthe Ashland Independent School
District.
Greene is one ofseveral senior citizens
who serve as teacher aides in the Ashland
area to help give a little more individual
attention to students in the classroom.
The ESS program has been widely proclaimed as one of the immediate success
stories ofthe Kentucky Education Reform
Act. This particular reform initiative provides additional instructional time using
certified teachers, aides and others for
students who need a little extra attention.
While tutoring may have been available
in the past at some schools, state law did

not require it. Now every school district
must provide additional instruction time
in a structured way and funding is provided by the state. In the summer of 1990
before KEFtA)37 districts across the state
offered summer school programs.In 1991,
163 out of 176 districts offered summer
learning programs.
And school districtsthroughout the state
have created some very innovative programs through ESS, particularly for atnsk students.
Two days a week Greene goes to school
for two hours and works with individual
children in a pnmary classroom The finger painting exercise had ongins in a les-

son he taught on measuring.He taught the ties With Educational Resources)in Knott
children how to prepare pudding and they County approaches individual attention
used the finished product to finger paint. through a differenttactic. Selected parents
He also worked on individual reading were taught how to help children with
problems with ths primary age students. their studies. Parents received about 1210
In this small group students receive 16 hours oftraining and then went into the
individual attention they may not be able classroom to work individually with their
to get from the classroom teacher.
own children.
"We see this as more of a nurturing
"Some of these parents didn't want to
role," said Dr. Jim Winters,coordinator come to school at first," said Lee Esther
ofcooperative programsbetween Ashland Perry, Knott County's ESS coordinator.
Community College and the Ashland "Many ofthem said they didn't know how
public schools.
to help and they really didn't know what
This grandparents program is only one the teacher expected, but once they went
of many innovative ways school districts through the training,they couldn't wait to
are providing extra help for students. In get into the classroom."
Mercer County,parentsand students sign
Parents were paid a stipend ofS6 a hour
contracts of participation in an after- and spent two hours,two days a week after
school tutoring program.
school with their children.
"Basically the students and parents
The plus for this program is that now
agree the child must attend on a regular many of these same parents SOW as volbasis and be cooperative," said Gerald unteers in the classroom during the day.
Lister,ESScoordinator in Mercer County.
"The parents are so excited about this.
In Mercer County the program meets We've won these people for lifer
Iwo dais a week alter school for about 75
Parent training was also provided in
minutes. Door-to-door bus transportation Hopkins County through a Parents as Partand a after-school snack is provided. ners program.Parents ofprim ary-agechilSeveral merchants in the area provide dren were selected to participate in a prosuch things as pizza and hamburgers at a 'gram which taught parents how they might
discount to the alter-school program.
help their children with sclpol.
"I try to meet individual needs of
Parents met once a week in the evenings
students in my classroom.
" said Pam for six weeks. Child care and a light meal
Elam, Mercer County Elementary ESS was provided. They were shown how to
coorditrator who has taught for 19 years. read with their children, how to talk about
"Hut when you have 25 kids you just books, what questions to ask when discan't do that for everyone. In the after- cussing books.
school program I have seen students who, "Parents who have been to these sesafter getting that attention,really begin to sions were then used to contact other parblossom because they really gain a lot of ents," said Carolyn Ferrell, Hopkins
county I-SS coordinator
self confidence •
This summer selected students will also
Project POWER(Parents.()pport uni-

receive a book in the mail through the
ESS program. With it comes a postcard
on which the child writes aboutthe book
and returns the card for another book.
"We use this as a program to encourage reading and they will receive up to
six books thissummer.And ifthey don't
return that first card, the book is still
theirs to keep," said Ferrell.
This summer Christian County will
conduct a summer school program in
which students will attend school in the
morning in twothree-week sessions with
a two-week break in between.
School is being held at almost all the
schools in the district so that individual
school indexes might be raised. This is
based on a KERA premise that all school
are accountable for their own progress
and the summer school program will
help raise those scores. Over 1.600 students will attend school this summer.
According to the state Department of
Education during the spring 1992 somester.40pereentofthe 96,079 students
taking part in Extended School Services

improved by one letter grade or more; 13
percent passed to the next level or graduated; and 31 percent maintained their
performance level.
"We really feel the Extended School
Services program is the most powettal
part of KERA in meeting the performance outcomes," said Bill Scott, ESS
Division Director. "And as time goes
on, we're really encouraging ways any
student with a need can access it, not just
in a remedial sense but by bringing in
more students who need help with shortterm difficulties as well"
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Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Fastern Star will
have Friendship Night on Friday, June II, at 6:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road, at Highway 1660,
Johnny Robertson Road. Presentation of 25 and 50-year pins will be
made during the program. A potluck meal will be served.
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The Coldwater 40s Group will meet Saturday. June 12, at 6 p.m. at
Homeplace Family Restaurant, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. All former and present residents of the area are urged to attend and bring old
pictures, etc., to share with the others attending. For more information call
Helen Tidwell, 435-4426.
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Singles (SOS) schedules events
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) has planned activities. The
group will meet Friday. June 11, to attend the Playhouse in the Park production of *Oklahoma.• On Sunday, June 13, the SOS will meet at 2 p.m. at
Sullivan's Par Three, North 16th Street Extended, to play miniature golf. The
SOS is a nonprofit support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For information call Pamela.
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
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A multi party yard sale will be held with proceeds going to serve the Support Group for the Blind. The sale will be at 1616 Parklane, Murray, from 7
a m. to noon on Friday. June 11, and Saturday, June 12.

1-11 ',Atom

Mr. am/ A4rs. 1:// Hamm

Fire District meeting Sunday
Calloway County Fire District 5 wrIl meet Sunday.-June 13, at 3:30 p.m. at
the fire station on Roy G. Rose Road, located south of Kirksey off Highway
299. This is open to the public.

Gospel singing at Mt. Iloreb Church
A gospel singing will be at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church on Sunday.
June 13, at 3 p.m. This will feature the Clarksville Soul Stirrers of Clarksville, Tenn. The public is invited to attend.

Breastfeeding Class planned
A Breastteeding Class for Expectant Parents will be Tuesday, June 15,
from 1 to 3 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center, 701 Olive St., Murray.
Sara Bogle, M.S., Nutritionist, will conduct the class. Pre-registration is
required. To pre-register, sign up at WIC Office or call 753-3381 to register.
Dads and grandparents are welcome to attend.

Sugar Creek plans Bible School
Sugar '•eek Baptist Church will have its annual Vacation Bible •Sch-ol
starting Monday, June 14, and continuing through Friday, June 18 Clas: .!s
for all ages, including adults, will start at 7 p.m. The Rev. Bill Miller, pastor,
urges all members and visitors to attend.

School

Kirksey Baptist Church will have its annual Vacation Bible School starting
Monday. June 14, and continuing through Friday, June 18. Classes for ages
two through 12th grade will be held from 6 to 8 p.m. on the theme, -Jesus,
My Savior and Guide.• The public is urged to attend the school.

West Fork Baptists plan Bible School
West Fork Baptist Church, located Highway 121 North at Stella, will have
its annual Vacation Bible School beginning Monday. June 14, and continuing through Friday, June 18. The school will be from 9 to 11 a.m. each day.
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pastor, invites all neighborhood children to
attend.

E.M.T. classes being offered
Emergency Medical Technician classes will be offered on Mondays and
Thursdays from 6 to 9 p.ri. for apporximately a four-month term. KY Tech
applications are available at Murray Fire Department, City H4 Building,
Murray, and due in no later than June 11. For more infotmation call
762-0321.

Single Too plans activities
Single Too has activities planned. Some of the group will take an Amtrack
ride to New Orleans for the weekend, June 11-14. Others not going will
meet at 5 p.m. Saturday, June 12, at University Church of Christ parking lot
to go to Country Crossroads to eat and then to the home of James Boggess
at Dexter. The singles will meet Monday at 7 p.m. at Louie's Steak House
with Dr. Hackett as speaker. This group is for all singles of all ages whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Wynnona, 753-7845, or Celia, 753-6078.

Crouse reunion planned Saturday

The annual Course family reunion will be Saturday, June 12, at 10 a.m, in
the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A basket lunch will
be served at noon. All relatives and friends are invited.

Curd Cemetery meeting Saturday
The annual meeting at- Curd Cemetery in Calloway County, located on
Brownie Road between Highway 1346 and Highway 80, wIl be Saturday,
June 12. A potluck meal will be served at noon. All persons interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery are urged to attend. For more information call Helen
Litchfield, 437-4176.

Wadesboro Homemakers plan sale
Members of Wadesboro Homemakers Club will have a yard sale on
Saturday, June 12, from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. The sale will be on the vacant lot
on the corner of Highway 121 North and Kirksey Highway 299 at Stella. The
public is urged to support these members in this effort.

Hilltop Baptists plan homecoming
Hilltop Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on Sunday. June
13. The Rev, Richard West, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m, worship service,
followed by a potluck meal at noon -and gospel singing featuring The
Gamble Family. The church is located off Highway 121 South on Old Salem
Road, across from Old Salem Cemetery. The public is invited to attend.

Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
on Chestnut
753-4821
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Marcy Manne. & Rusty Hai k
tracy Compton & Lonnie linttain. Jr
Jennifer Jones & Brian Tells
Amherly Moss & Phillip Billingion
Mary- Leigh Turches & Bill Shelton
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HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

To The Neighborhood Pam and Greg

HEARTLAND'S COUNTRY CHARM
Friday, Juneii from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

—featuring-Fish

Dinners in the Farmer Family Tradition
A favorite for over 40 years.

Hours: Tue.-Sat. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m., Closed Monday

ish

WAL-AIART

hack

Fish Dinners, Shrimp, Steaks. Chwken

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

901 Coldwater Rd. • 753-874-1
4004

•••'

Large Selection
Summer Merchandise

Selected Group
Hot Weather Fashions

30% Off

Owner: Mansfield & Sheila Farmer

411.1111PA

..481

1%51

•15% Cash Discount
on all prescriptions
*Computerized Records
'Medical Claims Service
•PCS •Medimet
•13C-liS 'Paid State Aid
4,1 lealth & Beauty Items

Grand Opening of

"A Lake Area Legend"

Weaver

Heather Oldham & Rob Westphal

Join Us In Celebrating The

Famous
Fish Dinners

Chris'

lampkinc & Ashley Thunnan

Sheri Burg,
. & Brent Mrut
i nka Weber & ()mitten 1k.1.1

New Wranglers Riding
Club will have an open
horse show on Saturday
"he N. '.s Wranglers Ridine
Club will have an open horse
show on Saturdav, 31.111e. 12. at 6•
p.M. u the club, located ;
miles from Murray oil Ilighwa‘
94 East.
Twenty classes will he Open
Halter, Open Lead Line, Youth
Western Pleasure (l6 & under),
Balloon Toss, Pee Wee Barrels 17
12 1.
and under), Junior Barrels
Youth Barrels (13-17), VVonien's
Barrels, Open Barrels, Open
Country Pleasure, Open Special
Event, Junior Flag Race (16 and
under), Open Flag Race, Open
Rack, Open Western Pleasure.
Youth Poles (16 and underi.
Open Poles, Arabian Pleasure,
One Barrel Speed Race and Welay
Race.
The concession stand will he
open. Negative Coggin% test will
be required for all horses participating in the show.
The original Wranglers Riding
Club was founded in 1%6 by
Wallace Smith, Richard Woods,
Clyde Rowland and Richard
Schniader. It was started tor families who were intercs•trd in
horses. The original club disbanded in P.)84 alter IX years.
Tremendous interest was

MURRAY
TODAY

Cont'd on page n/
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We are pleased to
announce that Sheri
Burgy, bride-elect of
Brent Mruz, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our
bridal registry.
Sheri and Brent
will be married June
20, 1993.
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Christian Women's Club plans Tuesday luncheon
Christian Women's Club ot
skill hare a "Brides
\1urta
Thr, uell the Ages" luncheon on
"luesdav, June IS, from 12 noon
p !.1 at Holiday Inn RestaurLost of the luncheon will
per son.
te

calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999,
or Vida Trenholm, 753-2399.
Cancellations should be made by
calling Sherry Edwards,
'753-8034.
A nursery for preschoolers will
be provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations
_ma) he made by calling Freda

iturdette of LemingMar\
s,41! lihcViest .s_peaker. A

Lovett at 753-3999.
othen are wet
All interested
-come to attend. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation, said Nfel.a ,Cooper.
CWC chairman. Christian
Women's Club is a vvorldwide
organization and is not affiliated
with any church or denonwhiti,,i,

::((iriatc ()I I alayette High
s:t: 41 she attended Agnes Scott
aro. Ga. tor one year and

CALENDAR

:r:. illat...(1 with a Bachelor of Sci

(Cont'd from page 5)

tile.. it P,ychology from
't Isr.,,•ntuckv She served on
iv ot

SLhocil Board for
.1 .
, and was selected is
• Outstanding Woman
.ir in 1971.

t•tit

\lary Ann Burdette

We are pleased to an1 r ounce that Stacy Sills,
ride-elect of. Timothy
Wilson, has made her
domestic and household
Oections through our
I bridal registry.
Stacy and Timothy
iii 1‘,married June 27,
1 99:4.

I

•‘•

WAIrMART
641 North
Murray

wy.

f(

Flurdetie will give her testimoos ()I her encounter with her
son's inyolv- enient in drugs and
his almost dying nil burns. Active
in community events, she helped
organize a Christian Women's
Club at Lexingt4nt :ibout 10 sears
ago and has served as area representative of CWC and as a
coorinator for Friendship Bible
She and her husband. Jack, a
retired engineer for Kentucky
'tilities. have one daughter, two
sons, eight grandchildren and one
oval-grandchild.
Slat:I ieceit. siudenu at Nlurra> Stalk' University, will present
special 'music. A graduate of
ounty Iligh School,
..•ttsf•r
Di'on, she attended Henderson
Ciminiunity College for one year
before transferring to MSU. She
has served two years on Son
-.1,•bratiiin Music Team. one ul
Kentucky's in -state mission
teams.
The special .feature will he on
"Bridal Fashions Through the
Years."
Reservations should be made

Thursday, June 10
Young Actors Guild/5 p.m./Playhouse in
the Park.
Friday, June 11
Vietnam Veterans Motorcycle Club gettogether/Colson Hollow in Land Between
the Lakes. info/Richard Ford, 753-6533.
"Oklahoma" opens at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. Info/759-1752.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible School/7 p.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church Bible
School/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Bible School/9 a.m.
with hot dog luncheon/11 a.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
VHS/9 11.91--1 P-111'
Laryngectomee Support Group/2
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 am.-4 p.m./for.
senior citizens' activities.

Friday, June 11
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open 1,,
newcomers/American Legion Building.
South Sixth and Maple Streett
info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and Accepted
Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Hardin-Berkley Lodge No. 567 Free ani
Accepted Masons/family night/6 p.ni
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p m Info.
753-TEEN.
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose Lodge
Wrather West Kentucky Muse um,orm
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open Y
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes eventc mdudtPlanethrium Show/11 a rn and 2 pin.
WKAA/8 p.m./Visitor Centet. Iron
lndustry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p m
illomeplace.

Al rwil Airs. Larry VVatle CulinitNlhori

( 011/11C phi11S CelCbrati011
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Conno receive Acx1 coPICNIC PLANNED - California Connection members met recently to plan their annual picnic. Anyone ••ith a connect'
to California is incited to the gathering on Saturday, June 19, front 1 to 4

'Iwo local stud:rits at thc• Universio_of Louis-

ville r,•ceived degu,.es in comp.m. The purpose of these gatherings. according to one committee
mencen,
..lit ceremonies on Ma),
member, is to "renew acquaintances, make new friends, and cham:.
I'
Fair
Evostexperiences adjusting to our 'new' Kentucky homes. %%ere a nil'sfitm Cetitor.
ture of settled-in Kentuckians and brand-new transplants." Picas follows:
tured, from left, are Ginger Goodell, Sara -Fineman, Ruth (hwy.
Shae.ii A. Parker, son of BudPat Danna and Barbara Tompkins, committee members. For more
01 805 .Sharpe St.,
information and to reserve a spot at the picnic, call Pat at . dy
51ittray,
:oEI
1985 graduate of
759-1337.
Murray High School, Doctor of

Medicine:

Nlelissa K. Conner, daughtor
Dr. Doris M. Conner of IS
Oxford Dr., Murray, and graduat
of Murray High School and Mum
ray State Unisersity, 1)ocior

Medicine.
Kentucky Education, Arts arr?
Humanities Cabinet Secretarysherry Joistoa gave the keynot •
address.

Summer Savings!

SAVE'$25-$100
SAVE!!!
ON SPRING & SUMMER FASHIONS!
• SHOES - 1/4 to 1/3 OFF

on RCA Refrigerators
Hurry in now for
the Best Selection

t•-3t41•••
•

23.6 Cu. Ft. Capacity Refrigerator
with Ice & NNtter Dispense,

• HANDBAGS - 1/4 to 1/2 OFF
(INCLUDES DISCONTINUED STYLES & COLORS OF LIZ CLAIBORNE)

• SLEEPWEAR & LOUNGEWEAR - 1/4 to 1/2 OFF
(OVER r0 1

1139

NOW

OF THE STOCK!)

NEW!SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICED REFRIGERATORS

• JEWELRY - 1/4 to 1/2 OFF

Rchigerators
1 actor) Installed
Automatic lccmaker

COORDINATES - 1/4 to 1/2 OFF
(ciloosE FROM THATS ME, LUCIA, CITY GIRL, LESLIE FAY, PETER POPOVITCH,

,
a-

I.B. DIFFUSION, JONES NY SPORT & OTHERS)

•••

• PETITE SPORTSWEAR - 1/3 to 1/2 OFF

01
1
- /

•
X*

3;4
9
I

•

qms
,

ftYlk
"
.:Z.
•
,

Denim Shorts
Including
Colorblocks, Jams,
.& Short Shorts
Vnlue• from $24.00 to $4400

Now 17.99 to 32.99
Downtown • Murray
• .....••••••••• AMR.=MOM.•••••
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One newborn and dismissals
listed for two days by hospital

Phi

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
June 8, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission

war

Tannnv Renea Manning and
Joshua Herbie Tabers III to marry

Manning and Tubers
vows to be said July 4
11r
1N, 1111am Paul Manning in Coldwater announce the
engagement and approaching marriage ot their daughter, Tammy
Rene.' Manning. to Joshua Ilerhie Taber. III. son ot Mr and \Its
Joshua I Icr hit Tabers II of Coldwater.
Miss Nlanning is the granddaughter ()I Mrs. Cora Maybe!! Ston and
II Murray, and ol N1T. Nlynle fix id and Ole Lite
the late Ka\
Cl‘de \lan11111C, or Coldwater.
latvrs is the grandson or Bill Rai/ell of Coldwater. Bernke
Mitrra‘. and Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Ilerbie Taber. I oi
. Coldwatci
lilt' hrii elc,t is a 1941 graduate of Callowa‘ Count Ith111
Shoot She is employed hy Fashion Bug (il Murray.
line groom elect IN a 1991 graduate ot Callowas County High
cuirioxcill by Milers Construction ot Coldwater
, School 11„.
1 he te.i1riii s ot. will be exchanged On Sunday, July 4, at 2 p.111
,
4r, oura
c, oi Christ.
.11 Cohiw ale
A re,.,.ptionstill !Alm% the ceremony.
()riI out ot town imitations vulI be sent. All relato,es and friends
to attend the Vk edding and the reception_
are

WINS HONORS - Miranda
Joanne Bailey. X months, won
the title of Baby Miss Western
Kentucky in the 7-9 months
Division at pageant held at
Paducah Mall. She also won for
prettiest outfit and most photogenic. She will compete in the
Nationals this fall. She is the
daughter of Kevin and Joanna
Bailey and the granddaughter
of Will Ed and Bettye Bailey.
Murray, and the Rev. and Mrs.
D.Toy Smith of Mayfield.

follows:

•

Dismissals
Mrs. Alice Oakley, 1402 Vine St.,
Murray; Mrs. Georgia Lee Johnson,
1606 Magnolia, Murray; Paul Neval
Reed. 321 North Fifth St.. Murray..
Crisanto Villarreal. P.O. Box 245,
Murray; Mrs. Thelma Warlord, 407
South Ninth St.. Murray:

Farmer baby boy, mother, Joann
Farmer, 212 Riveria Crts., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lucille Frances Gilliam, At. 1,
Miss Dorothy Brown, Rt. 6. Box 257,
Box 130. Almo; Ronald Thomas Fleet,
-Murray; Etnest Harris, 200 Spruce St. -Rt 1 - Brix 39;"Benton•
Murray; Carl Butts. At 4. Puryear,
Floyd Garland, P.O. Box 202, MurTenn.;
ray; Miss Mary J. Grogan, Hilldale
Noble Paschall, At. 1, Hazel; Mrs.
Apts., Hardin, Lee Wilson, At. 1.
Margaret Ruth Hughes. At. 7, Box
Farmington;
56-Al, Murray; Mrs. Mary Anne
James E. Swatzell, 903 Macedonia.
James, At 7. Box 72, Murray:
Mayfield; Mrs. Vicki E. Reese, At. 7,
James Patterson. P.O. Box 124,
Box 258. Murray:
New Concord: Luellyn Nimmo. P.O.
Mrs. Ruby R. Duncan. At 1, Box
Box 283, Benton: Ronald Rogers. 508, Dexter; Mrs. Tammy Lynette
NCR Box 271-C, New Concord.
Jones, At. 7, Box 582, Murray;
Mrs. Norma Lee Paschall. 2219
Paul E. Wood Jr., At. 1, Box 84,
Edinborough, Murray; Theodore Paul
Puryear. Tenn.; Mrs. Bella Cartagena,
Pierce. At 1, Box 197, Kirksey.
Rt. 1, Box 126-A, Murray;
Mrs. Kimberly Starr Miles. Rt. 1. Box
Robert A. Headley, 10811 Wood741. Dexter, Mrs. Deborah Parker and
stock St. Huntley, Ill.;.Jones,Mitchell
baby boy, Rt 2, Box 115, Benton;
Stom, Rt. 1, Box 7-G, Kirksey;
Mrs. Betty Nance. P.O. Box 27.
Mrs. Leona M. Stowers, NCR 75
Puryear. Tenn.: Mrs. Pam J Smith
Box 201,New Concord; Miss Rita Kay
and baby girl, At 1, Box 54, Kirksey
Cook. 408 South 10th St., Murray;
Ms. Deborah B. Broach, 520Y,
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Broad St., Murray; Miss Heather I
County Hospital for Wednesday, Stroud and baby boy. P.O. Box 1442,
June 9, have been released as
Cadiz.

To report local news call 753-1916

••
We are pleased to announce
that Melissa Smith, brideelect of Ricky Garland, has
made her domestic and household selections through our
bridal registry.
Melissa and Ricky will be
married on July 10, 1993.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

SUBSCRIBE!

25% OFF ALL
DUCK HEAD® APPAREL

Local students
named to dean's
list for semester
Lexington - Six students from
Calloway County at the University of Kentucky have been named
to the dean's list for outstanding
academic work during the 1993
spring semester.
They are as follows:

John David Dailey, 2207
Creckwood Dr., Murray, sophomore in College of Arts and
Sciences:
Lone Shay

Drawbridge of
3108 Glenridgc Circle, Lexington, formerly of Calloway County, senior in College of Nursing;
Joanna C. Gibbs, Rt. 2, Box
I92B, Murray, senior in College
of Pharmacy;
Gina R. Harris, 1217 Peggy
Ann Dr., Murray, senior in horticulture in College of Agriculture;
Catherine SquiffIct Hurt, Rt. 1,
Box 127, Kirksey, freshman in
College of Education;
Melanie Blair Julian, Rt. 7,
Box 780, Murray, senior in English in College of Arts and
Sciences.
"The quality Of students at the
University in Lexington and at
the community colleges continues
to improve," said UK President
Charles T. Wcthington Jr. "The
average American College Test
(ACT) scores for first-year students in Lexington climbed to
24.3, up from last year's 23.9."

FIRST BIRTHDAY - Blake
Fields, son of Paul and Tamie
Fields of Mt. Vernon. Ill., celebrated his first birthday on
May 16. His grandparents are
H.C. and Frances Fields of Mt.
Vernon and Billy and Sue
Blakely. of Murray. His greatgrandparents are Keys and
Mary Blakely of Murray'. Ellis
Wiley of Pembroke, the late
Estelle Wiley, J.W. and Thelma
Jones of Ridgecrest. Calif., the
late Florence Jones, and the
late Harry Cecil and Agnes
Fields. Those present at Blake's
birthday party were his
parents, along with Billy and
Sue Blakely, Mary Blakely,
Dean, Debbie, DeAnna and
Delisha Lampkins, Josh Emerson, Larry, Kay and Karla
Blakley, Lori and Hugh Falwell, Kim and Tanner Wyatt,
and Bridgett Swatiel
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NBA FINALS

STANLEY CUP

Bulls march over Suns 100-92
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
PHOENIX - ICs_too early to say the Chicago Bulls
can't be stopped in their march toward history. Wait
another day.
"Let's not go crazy after one game," Charles Barkley said calmly after his Phoenix Suns had crumbled.
"Let's wait until Game 2. If we lose that, then we can
go crazy."
The weapons that gained the Suns the NBA's best
record vanished with their homccourt advantage in
Wednesday night's 100-92 loss in the opener of the
finals. Phoenix must find them for Friday's second
•
home game.
Barkley- couldn't hit his shots, point guard Kevin
Johnson couldn't create, and the highest-scoring team
in the NBA was held 21 points below its average by
Chicago's aggressive defense.
On the other side, the Bulls did the things that
brought them the last two titles and put them in position to become only the third NBA team to win three
in a row.
Michael Jordan and Scottie Pippen scored almost
effortlessly, 'all the Bulls defended tenaciously and

CHICAGO (100)
Grant 5-9 1-1 11, Pigpen 12-20 3-9 27. Cartwright 4-5 1-2 9. Armstrong 5-9 3 3 16. Jordan 14-29 3-4 31. S Wliarns 2-5 0-0 4, Paxson 1-3 0-0 2. Tucker 0-1 0-00. 16ng 0-1 000
TotaN 4341 11-19 100
PHOENIX (92)
Salt* 9-25 2-3 21, Dumas 10-20 0-0 20 West 3-3 0-1 6. K Johnson 4-13 3-3 11,
laastns 6-11 3-3 16. Miller 2-5 2-46. Chambers 0-2 0-0 0 n9.2-4AI
0-14 G Johnson 47
T01.11 40-90 10-15 92
0-0
Chicago
34 1$ 21 27-100
Phorenoi
20 21 29 23- 92
3-Pont goals-Chicago 341 (Armstrong 3-4. Jordan 0-1. Paxson 0-1 Axon 0.2). Pilo.
NI 2-7 (Barkley 1-1, Atalsrlo 1-4. K Johnson 0-1. Amga 0-1) Touied out-Nons
Ratcunds-Ciscago 51 (S Whams 10). Phoorsz SO (Dumas 12) AsaNs-Ch)cago 28
(Grant, Plrapsn, Armstrong, Jordan 5), Phowis 18 (Santis 5) Total louts-Chicago 17
Ph0411111 19 Tschnicals-Palson. Chicago illegal defense 2. Phoons 'kcal delonso
A-19.023

rebounds. Johnson' managed only 11 points and two
assists and committed five turnovers. The Suns sank
only 44 percent of their shots and never led.
"Kevin and I both struggled, but as long as you're
human, that's going to happen," Barkley said.
Chicago has won five straight games and is 12-2 in
this year's playoffs. No team has won the first two
games on the road in a championship series.
Phoenix, in the best-of-7 finals for the first time in
17 years and seeking its first championship, has had a
much bumpier road, going 11-8 in the playoffs.
"Maybe it was nerves and maybe it wasn't," Barkley said of the finals debut for a team with a rookie
coach and rookies Dumas and Oliver Miller counted
on to play key roles.
The path the Bulls have followed to the doorstep of
becoming a dynasty gave Barkley hope that he could
fill a void in his brilliant career with a championship.
"They're the two-time defending champions, and if
my memory serves me correctly, they lost a game at
home in both (final) series," he said.
They lost the opener in 1991 to the Los Angeles
Lakcrs, then won four straight games. They lost Game

they passed so well that four players had five agSiStS
each.
And they kept their cool when their 20-point lead
midway through the second quarter dropped to two
late in the third.
"We never lost our poise and that's a part of the
experience and maturity of this team," Jordan said.
"We don't lose our control, especially on the road.
"We don't lose our composure and we do the right
things down the stretch."
Jordan had 31 points and Pippen 27 as Chicago hit
53 percent of its shots.
Barkley scored 21, but made only 9 of 25 shots, and
Richard Dumas added 20 with a game-high 12 •TURN TO PAGE 9

MVP Barkley struggles in Game 1
high-scoring Suns were limited
to 44.4 percent shooting in a
100-92 loss to the Chicago
PHOENIX - In his first Bulls in the opener of the finals
appearance in the NBA Finals, Wednesday night.
"I got good shots. They just
Charles Barkley fell far short of
the performance that made him didn't go in," Barkley said. "I
the league's Most Valuable wasn't making my shots. They
didn't have to double me."
Player this year.
Horace Grant alone guarded
Barkley, a 52 percent shooter
for most of the game,
Barkley
season,
regular
during the
missed 16 of 25 shots as the but with at least three more
By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer

CHARLES BARKLEY

meetings in the series, Grant
wasn't taking any credit for
21 -point
Barkley's
performance.
"I didn't shut Charles Barkley down." Grant said. "I want
to make that clear."
Grant said the Bulls' plan
was to keep the ball away from
Barkley, "and it worked most
of the game. I don't think it was
that they played tight, hut that

our defense was solid."
Barkley said that when he
doesn't play well, it sometimes
affects his teammates, prompting him to say, "I guess I'll
take responsibility for the
loss."
"Maybe it was nerves, and
maybe it wasn't," he said. "We
got off to a bad start, but after
that we played well."

Montreal claims
24th Stanley Cup
with Game 5 win
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
MONTREAL - The Stanley Cup was
sitting in the Montreal Forum, and the
Montreal Canadiens meant to keep it
there.
Playing as if their careers depended on
it, the Canadiens simply outworked the
Los Angeles Kings. The score showed it.
"We did not want to go hack to L.A.,
and when you have a chance to walk with
the Stanley Cup, you'd better do it," said
John LeClair after the Canadiens clinched
the Cup with a 4-1 victory over the Kings
on Wednesday night. The Kings might have been a desperate
team, but the Canadiens were more
determined.
They didn't even need pvertimc this
time to pull out a victorr-The overtime
kings of this year's playoffs had won a
record 10 straight OT games, including
three in a row against the Kings. That set
the stage for Wednesday night's relatively
easy victory.
"For a young team, we played our best
hockey at the right time," said Canadiens
forward Kirk- Muller. "It's a great
feeling."
This was a victory for Team Togetherness, no doubt. Few NEIL teams have
been closer in recent years.
"I've never played on a team that was
this close," said LeClair, one of the many
playoff heroes for the Canadiens with two
straight overtime goals. "We've spent so
much time together and nobody gets sick
of each other. It's a very close team and
that might be the difference down the
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Cardinals
ripped 3-1
by Giants

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Defensive Wilkins turns offensive
By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
Rick Wilkins realizes his
defensive skills got him to the
major leagues. Now, if only he
could raise them to the level of
his offense ...
"Defense is the worst part of
my game right now," the Chicago catcher said after hitting two
home runs Wednesday night in
the Cubs' 8-3 victory over the
woeful New York Mets.
But things are looking up after
he threw out New York basestealing ace Vince Coleman once
in two tries..
"We were even tonight,"
Wilkins said. "If I can be even

that after the Cubs were safely
ahead. "I had opportunities to
drive in runs early tonight.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco 3. St. Louis 1
Philadelphia 8, Houston 0
Pittsburgh 4, Colorado 1
Chicago 8, New York 3
Cincinnati 3. Montreal 2 (12)
with him I'm doing pretty good."
' Wilkins, who had only eight
homers last season, hit his second
and third in two nights to stand at
11 in the early going this year.
Still, he takes considerable goodnatured abuse from his
teammates.
"It is a running joke around
the clubhouse that I only hit
homers when the game is won or
lost," said Wilkins, who did just

Wilkins, with three homers in
two games and 10 in the last
month, and Mark Grace drove in
three runs apiece to back the
strong pitching of Jose Guzman.
GraCe had three doubles.
Guzman (4-4) allowed three
runs on seven hits, striking out
seven and walking none in 7 2-3
innings. Frank Tanana (3-5)
yielded five runs on nine hits
through four-plus innings.
Ryne Sandberg had three singles in five at-bats and drove in a
run in the first inning, when the
visiting Cubs took a 3-0 lead.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Mark McLemore has been
bouncing around baseball for 12
years, from Salem to Peoria. At
long last, he finally might have a
home.
McLemore had a career-high
li•e hits and drove in three runs
'as Baltimore beat Bob Welch
(4-5) and Oakland 7-4 Wednesday night at Camden Yards. The
Orioles have won seven straight
games.

EARN
6.20%
TAX -DEFERRED ANN n
HATE CUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR
EARI.Y SURRENDF
CHANCES API',

I

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Wednesday's Games
Seattle 6. Milwaukee 1
Cleveland 3, Boston 2
California 6, Toronto 4
Baltimore 7, Oakland 4
Detroit 7, Chicago 4
Minnesota at Texas. ppd., rain
Kansas City 10, New York 3
McLcmore went 5 for 5 and
scored three runs for the Orioles,
who completed a 6-0 homcstand.
"Without him in there, we'd

A.1 GUTTERS

By TOM VINT
AP Sports Writer
-OMAHA, Nch. - Lung Beach
Statc's Eddie Davis is going to
eat well the'restof thc week.

Quality Work at a far price
--CHntinuous
Aluminum Gutters
C--ercla: & Reslcienta:

Hunt, who will be an eighth
grader at Murray Middle in the
fall, placed second in under-14
singles, falling to Bowling
Green's Josh Rey, 4-6, 7-5, 2-6.

Teammate Eric Martins
make sure of that.

will

Martins had committed errors

on consecutive plays in the sixth hook with a two-run homer.
inning Wednesday that lcd to Kevin Curtis followed with
three unearned runs as Louisiana another homer to give Long
Beach State the lead in a 10-8
State took an 8-6 lead over the
49ers in the semifinals of the victory.
College World Scrici. .
"I told Eddie I would buy him
Davis was sent up as a pinch dinner, breakfast and lunch for
hitter with two outs in the eighth
inning and took Martins off the •TURN TO PAGE 9
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VESTMENTS

'Lifetime Guarantee'

D & W Auto Glass Sho
-Check with Bob for the
towest competitive price

FREE ESTIMATES

Call 753-4563

yr.

•

JEREMY HUNT

Long Beach St. wins 10-8 battle

• Replacement Windows

1.10

probably be 15 games out," winning pitcher Rick Sutcliffe (6-2)
said.
McLemore, a utility player
until this season, boosted his batting average to .308, compared to
his lifetime mark of .229. His big
night came after he got his first
day off since April 26.
"You could say that this was
the best game of my career,"
McLemore said. "The hits were
timely, too, and that made the
night sweeter."

Murray's Michael Hornback
completed a sweep Wednesday
at the Hopkinsville Junior
Classic, winning both the boys
under-16 singles and under-16
doubles titles.
Hornback, who will be a
junior next fall at Murray High,
defeated Brad Herrera of Versailles, 7-6, 6-4 to claim the
championship.
In doubles, Hornback teamed
with Murray's Jeremy Hunt to
beat 3 doubles team from Hopkinsville, 6-1, 6-0 in the championship match.

"We can win a lot of different
ways, but three-run httilleTS arc
my [Rome." Giant, manager
Dusty Baker said. "That's why
St. Louis is so tough at home.
They keep you u, the ballpark."
The Cardinals, in fact, are
16-13 at home and 11-13 on the
roast. Manager Joe Torre knows
the diflownee, and he also reallies the Giants' pow ir gi% es them
a tormidable weapon. •
"They i('ll:int.) base a club ol
longball hitters, and they can end
the game on one swing." Torre
said. "We're just the oppo•He.
We hase i to scrakh tor es ery run
We

FARM
BUREAU
Alm) A•

Hornback nets two at Classic
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

McLemore's five-hit show lifts O's
By The Associated Press

JOHN P TAYLORIedger & Times photo

Murray's Michael Hornback won the under-16 singles and doubles titles Wednesday at Hopkinsville.

SAN FRANCISCO iAt't
The difference between the San
Francisco Giants and the Si.
Louis Cardinals is much more
than the seven games separating
their records.
The Giants long hase had a
reputation for power. The Cardinals have been built on speed to
better take advantage of artificial
turf and spacious Busch Stadium.
Unfortunately for left-hander
Donovan Osborne, the Cardinals
were playing at Candlestick Park.
where Matt Williams' three-run
homer in the first inning triggered a 3-1 sictory Wednesday.
The Giants mustered only use
hits oft Oshorne, who pitched atiomplete game, walking two and
Ariking out se‘en. The Cardinals
collected II hits, :ill singles. hut
didn't score an earned run.

CALL
753-7020
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Bud Mad( 15-1 i telt a lot ol
scrak lies. %witting nine hits in
six innings, hut he made .big
;inches to sorisLonlv get out 01
trouble vdhile protesting his e.tirl
lead
•• UorttinJI.,•1‘. there %CR'

nine
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Gretzky considers retiring

Actions & Reactions

MONTREAL (AP) — Losing
the Stanley Cup may prove more
costly to the Los Angeles Kings
than they thought possible.
Wayne Gretzky said he's considering retirement after 14 seasons as the greatest player in the
game. He plans to decide his
future by next week.
"For my whole life, I always
put what's best for my league,
my team, etc., first. Nowl'n_ got_
to put myself first," he said.
The Kings' loss to the Montreal Canadiens in the fifth and final
game Wednesday night kept
Gretzky from fulfilling a promise
he made five years ago. After
being traded to Los Angeles in

NINE BALL TOURNAMENT

1988, he promised the city a
Stanley Cup.
It didn't happen, but Gretzky
has lived up to the rest of his
commitments.
"I didn't come here just as a
hockey player," he said. "One of
the things I came for was to help
the game and help sell L.A. on
the game of hockey, to help turn
the Kings, organization around.
"The._ things 1 used_ to_ worry
about — (owner) Bruce (McNall)
making his money back, filling
the rink, the organization being
successful — I really don't have
to worry about that anymore. I
think I've fulfilled all my
obligations."

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • 1.IFE
'Your more than one compony agency."

MAJOR LEAGUES
Al. 1)meg CDT
AMERICAN LE AGUE
last D•rron

Two Murray athletes will be competing in the Senior Games Classic in
Baton Rouge. La. on the campus of Louisiana State University from June
12-18. Conducted by the United States National Senior Sports Organization, over 7.500 participants are registered to compete in 19 different
sporting events. Kentucky is sending 74 athletes ranging in age from 55 to
84. Murray will be sending Don Keller, swimming and cycling, and Bailey
Gore, track and field.

LOCAL BASEBALL
PONY LEAGUE
JH Churchill had an easy win over Mayfield's Burns Funeral Home in
Pony League play at Mayfield Tuesday evening. By the lopsided score of
19-6, the Murray nine picked up its sixth win of the season. Sean Stonecipher and Roger Houk led the Murray attack with four hits apiece while
Josh Price had three and Steve Ingersoll added a three-run homer. Chad
Delancey, Jase Rabe, Tim Stark and Jon Hall also hit safely for Churchill.
• In late Pony League action, Thornton Heating & Air moved into sole
possession of first place by beating Allegro Foods 9-7: Ray Stone picked
up the win on the mound in addition to swatting a double. Markenny Foster added two singles for Thornton. For Allegro. John David Poynor went
3-for-3 with a double while Ragen Riley tripled and Billy Smith doubled.

LITTLE LEAGUE

-Th

In the early game Tuesday night. Papa John's pulled away from MicroAge, winning 9-3. For Papa John's. Joey McKeel was the winning pitcher
and had three hits. Jeremy Sarrelis tripled, Jell Owen doubled, while Nick
Garvin and Billy Nored added hits for the winners. For MicroAge, Caleb
Reinhardt, Spencer Chambers, and Dusty Hargrove all had hits.

In Tuesday night's Park League game. Shoe Sensation defeated Sigma Chi 12-5. For Shoe Sensation, Michael McKinney, John York, Jacob
Darnell and Derrick Chandler all had three hits. Dominique Hudspeth and
Frank Virant each had two hits. For Sigma Chi, Chris Owen had three hits
while Dustin Dodd, Gerrett Costonis and Carl Harris each had two hits.

line.''
This season's Canadiens were
described as a working-class outfit with only one star, giaaltender
Patrick Roy. But even Roy proved he was human during the season when his game faltered along
with the team and there were
rumors he might be traded.
Ile redeemed himself in the
playoffs, winning his second
Conn Smythe Trophy as the playoffs' most valuable player.
"It was a great feeling to come
back and have a great playoffs
and win the Stanley Cup," Roy
said.
Vandals looted stores, smashed
windows, hurled bottles, overturned cars and uprooted trees in
the downtown shopping district.
The players were far-removed
from the incidents in the streets.
"It's a team game and I think
Montreal proved that,— said
Muller, one of seven different

LOCAL SOFTBALL
LOWER DIVISION SOFTBALL
In Kirksey Lower Division Softball. Hutson's:Country Store defeated
Footprints/H.T. Marketing 18-11. For Hutson.s•Country Store, Kala Morton led with a home run and double: Brittany Beane and Aimee Dial had
two hits and Keisha Chadwick and Tamara Tucker tripled. For Footprints.'
H.T. Marketing. Jennifer Key homered and tripled while Lee Ann Darnell,
Heather Kohr, Alisha Watkins had two singles each and Kacey Stark and
Lora Sexton doubled.
.In Murray-Calloway Lower Divison Softball. Murray Lumber defeated
Underwood Construction 16-14. For Murray Lumber. Amberly Paschall.
Emily Seay and Stephanie Gorrell all homered while Courtney Murphy had
three hits. For Underwood, Tiffany Cunningham had a single, triple and
home run and Ashley Winchester and Mallory Rudolph each had three
hits.
• In the, second game, Roy's Pharmacy defeated Design Systems
15-1. Forl=loy's, Shannon Coursey had three hits, and Whitney Ragsdale
and Ashley Williams each homered. Kimberly McClure and Rebekah Travis both had two hits for Design Systems.
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 Sycamore

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $

Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25 00
every three months fully guaranteed???

We also otter:
-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
-Automatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TODAY AND SAVE!!

players who scored overtime
goals for the Canadiens in the
playoffs. "If you get 25 guys
doing it together and paying the
price, it's hard to heat you.
"No one thinks we have any
superstars on this club. But that's
OK. We won a championship."

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO
Manager - John Notching
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-6433
1963"
Since
You
"Serving
When You've Tried Them Al Cali SERVAL L

Murray Tae Kwon Do Summer Program
"The Greatest Gift You Can Give Your

Child Is Confidence!" At

Murray -Tae Kwon Do
a (502) 753-6111
Call Today *

Come Play Miniature Golf
,

at

FROM PAGE 8
the rest of the week,"' Martins
said.
Davis can save his meal money
for at least two days as Long
Beach State (46-18) and LSU
(51-17-1) will meet again Friday,
with the winner advancing to
Saturday's championship game
and the loser going home.
The other bracket's semifinals
are tonight, with unbeaten Wichita State (57-16) meeting Oklahoma State (45-16). A victory by
Wichita State puts it in the finals,
a win by the Cowboys mean a
rematch Friday night.
Wichita State and Oklahoma
State arc likely to add to the list
of late heroics, as they have been
involved in four of those six
games.
Wichita State led top-ranked
Arizona State 3-1 in the bottom
of the ninth in the firstvround,
only to see the Sun Devils tie it.
But the Shockers came back to
win in the 11th on Darren Dreifon's home run.
They. 3ISO trailed Texas 6-1
after five innings Monday, then
rallied for a 7-6 yv in
"I told you guys this the other
night Don't you guys ever leave
game we're involved in,"
Wichita State oath Gene Stephenson said
Oklahoma State lost to Texas
6-5 when college player of the
year Brooks kieschnia threw a
172 ;with somplete game for the
I oaghiwns But the Cowboys
rebounded *hail a siwne irom
4 •in oser kri,iwu
Vonda)'s etiminatIon
%le in
game. then sword Texas by um
ing tawt won liseschlioa in a
•la Tuesday night
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46-26 lead to 52-41 at halftime.
FROM PAGE 8
And a 12-3 rug made it 71-69
2 last year to Portland, and won
before the Bulls went ahead
that series in six games.
73-69 with one quarter left.
Still, the Suns are in a tough
Then the Bulls' defensive
spot, having lost a chance to
heated up as Phoenix
intensity
boost their confidence with an
went scoreless on its next five
opening victory.
possessions, three of them ending
"I think this does put pressure
in blocks by Jordan, Grant and
on them," Bulls coach Phil JackScott Williams.
son said. "We've got one game
While Armstrong, who scored
hold
to
really-want
they
now, and
16 points and kept Johnson from
serve on their home court on
penetrating, tended to business
Friday."
with the rest of the Bulls, the
Before the game, Jordan broke
Suns fell behind early.
his two-week media boycott in an
"We were just going, 'Wow,'
interview with NBC in which he
said he didn't have a gambling " Dumas said of the excitement
problem. He let his teammates of being in the finals. "They
were very composed."
make the most noise in the first
Now the Suns know what it's
quarter — 11 points by Horace
Grant and 8 by Pippcn — as Chi- like,- and it's not easy.
"After the firs game, it's
cago led 34-20.
"Scottie and the other guys got always doom and gloom for the
out of the bOx quickly," Jordan losers and party time lot the winsaid. "1 didn't want to force the ners," Westphal said.
"We arc confident that we can
issue until I felt I had the
win it," Jordan said. "We niade
opportunity."
A 15-6 spiirt cut Chicago's a big step in that direction."

753-8355

901 Sycamore

•Bulls march...
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SCOREBOARD

A eel

Debbie Stom, owner of Break Time Billiards, presents Clyde Colter
of Dover, Tenn., third from left, his Meucci pool cue for winning the
Spring 9-Ball Tournament June 6 at Break Time. Also pictured are:
(from left) Robbie Tabors. Stom, Colter, and Dwain Wheatley.
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Thursday & Friday 5-10 p.m.
Saturday 4-10 p.m.
Hawaiian Snow (Many

Flavors)

Large

$1.00
Chris Fike Age 5

Sarah Cox Age 8

INTRODUCTORY OFFER:
V 1 Free Uniform

Tobacco Crop
Hail Insurance
'Reduced Rates
'Coverage in the field
or coverage in the field
and in the barn

V 2 Weeks of Training
V 3 Private Lessons
(A Total %flue of iNkf )

'Delayed billing until
after you sell
your crop
'Call today for a
phone quote

!
NOW ONLY $2495
Sign Up Now For This Summer!
Respect, Discipline, Confidence

Call Dan McNutt • 753-4451
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Playhouse announces cast of Oklahoma

The cast of Playhouse in the Park's Okkihoma.
category of description are the
'names of Terri Bryan as '' Vivian",
Brittney Stuart-Falwell as "Sara",
Jessica Jones as "Becky", James
Roach as "Fred", Patrick Wilkerson
as "Mike" and "farmer- is..portrayed
by Bob Bryan.

While some of the collection will
be at the Guild Gallery for purposes
of exhibit only, several of the works
on display arc being offered for sale
by the artists. All sales will be
handled through the Mayfield/
Graves County Art Guild.
Regular gallery hours arc Tuesday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Wednesday
through Friday, 1 to 4 p.m., and
Saturday 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The
gallery is free, open.to the public,
and accessible to individuals with
disabilities. For more information
about this exhibit or any other guild
activities, contact the guild office at
502-247-6971.

Dr. Minnie Harrison has loaned his collection of sha%ing mugs to
the. Wrather West Kentucky Museum at Murray State for display
in the barber shop exhibit. Harrison. who is the assistant dean of
the college of business and public affairs, has been collecting sha.-

ing mugs since the 1970s and believs that decorated sha% ing mugs
are a lost art. The barber shop and other eshibits, can he seen
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Admission is free.

YES YOU CAN...
OWN A HOME

SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL ARTS

Murray playwright James I.
Schcmpp has had two of his works
published recently. The one-act
drama "Bathers" was published by
Dramatic Publishing of Woodstock,
Illinois, and the short play "Wheelchair Blues" has just been printed in
the anthology "Play It Again," published by Meriwether Publishing
Ltd. of Colorado Springs. Schempp
is an associate professor of theatre at
Murray State.
"Bathers," was produced locally
by the Southern Kentucky Independent Theatre. Schempp said it is a
play about three young women who
are waiting for the final call for an
Olympic qualifying swim meet. All
are under extreme personal pressure, and one of them has found an
undetectable
performanceenhancing drug, which she's willing
to share with her friends.- The play
asIszz
. If everyone's cheating and no

FISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

0 HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
cE
hwy. 121 North • 759-1864
Friday & Saturday
8 oz. Rib-Eye Steak
All You Can Eat

Toss Salad
Choice of $A 1'75
•-r•
Potato
Texas Toast

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
Shrimp Special

Saturday & Sunday
County Ham

I

V?

$3.75

$4.25

-4

$3.15

Breakfast

000AV3S • HSIT

.1.SVd)11131:11:1 - 1-101MC1NVS - 0-8-1:1V8

Peoples Bank,Dees Bank and Bank of Murray are offering you a slice of
the American Dream - homeownership. Come to a series of two free
classes June 22 & 29from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. at the North office ofPeoples
Bank, at corner of 12th & Chestnut Street.
Learn About
Budget & Credit
Homebuying Process
Loan Prequalification
Home Maintenance

VALUES

All Roses (Including

Meidiland Hedge)

$3Q00 47

Good Selection

_

o

7511,0. *8"

LANDSCAPING & SPRINKLER SERVICES AVAILABLE
A. for Robert Hill or Tim Lemons

FINANCING

Available nn All Services

(Evening!
sUl

I t.
4

Bank of Murray
Dees Bank of Hazel
Peoples Bank

June 11-13
Production -- "Oklaho• ma,- admission charged. Begins!,
X pan Friday and Saturday 2! !
p.m. Sunday at the Playhouse in
the Park.
MUSICal

. Through .Jul'.. 16 • '1
Exhibition — "Baskets: From
art to Kitsch,- free at the Clara I
M. Eagle Gallery.

*I

All Bedding Plants

Phone (Day)

1111E ART%
Niurra (Amway I °urn!I lumher II otnIncr.c

$813°

All Ferry Morse Garden Seed
2 Pks. for the Price of 1!

Name

Social Security I

41,In
RUMNESS CALM:VI H. FOR

-

"
Hummingbird Feeders $4

'ity. State, Zip

/—
Calendar

All Hanging Baskets
fernQl

lo register call one of the participating banks or clip and mail the following to:
"Yes You Can", P.O. Box 1040-X, Murray, KY 42071

one can possibly get caught,do you
have to cheat too in order to'play the
game'?" Its a play that raises questions but allows the audience to
arrive at their own answers.
Schempp said.
"Wheelchair Blues" is about the
difficulties faced by people who
must overcome barriers in their
lives. "Neither of these plays is set
up to give the easy .answer and:
neither ofthem ends exactly the way
most audience members v.-ant them
to," Schempp said. "But I wanted to
show that in life there aren't that
many easy answers."
Both of these plays have been
performed in New York City at The
Actors Institute in Greenwich Village. Schempp said that he was very
happy to sec them published be-'
cause it will give his works a wider
audience than just New. York.

New Exhihits
At Wrattler West Kentucky
Museum:
— Julian Carroll memorabilia I
— Scottish Heritage Exhibit
— Finley Collection of Watches
— Noble Knight •Collection of
Clocks
,
Museum Hours: %tomb
from 11:30 a.m. to 4:3.0
Saturday from 10
2 p.m
Free Admission.

Let Us Show You How

‘ddress

who make all the magic possible;
the hardworking, director of Oklahoma, Bob Valentine; musical direrinr, Pat_Clcmc.m4.-voc-al-coach,
Pete Lancaster, and Pianist, Tracy
Leslie. Ruth Jackson held the show
together as stage manager, with her
assistant stage manager, Julia Maddox. The set was designed by Roy.
Davis. Where would we be, but in
the dark, without the helping hands
on both lights and sound by Jennifer
Goodell. Carla Miller took the
nerve-wracking job of props, and
Randy Johnson was back there
making sure all of those costumes
were the right size and shape.
frontwards instead of backwards,
and on the right person. The
outstanding cast and crew of Oklahoma deserve your applause, so
make sure you make it to a
performance.
Performance dates for Oklahoma
are June 11, 12, 18, 19, 25 & 26 at
8:00 pm and June 13.'20 & 27 at
2:00 pm. Tickets arc S7.00 general
admission, 56.00 for senior citizen,
and S5.00 for students and children,
and can be reserved by calling the
playhouse at 759-1752.

Murray playwright
James I. Schempp
publishes two works

Mayfield/Graves Co. guild
hosts photography exhibit
The Purchase Camera Club and
the Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild will be co-sponsoring an
exhibit of Photography during the
month of June at the Guild Gallery,
119-121 West Broadway in May'field.
The exhibit will feature a collection of photographs by Purchase
'Thmera Club members: Darrell
lohnson, Bob Newson, Phil Goff,
Dick Armstrong, Curtis Chenault,
Michael Beck,Faye Riley,and John
Ballard along with works by James
Morris. This is the first co-operative
.xhibit between the art guild and the
.amera club.

Last but certainly not least are the
dancers for Oklahoma: Christina
Partncy, Andrea Jackson, and April
McKee!. All ot these superb actors
and actresses deserve a large round
of applause, but let us not forget, all
of the gigantic people behind stage

S3H3N111 31U1d

I he fattier of bluegrass, Bill Monroe, sill perform at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes' Four Rivers Folk Festival Saturday., June 12
at 3:15 p.m. Activities and other performers are scheduled from
10:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Saturday and from 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Sunda‘. For more information call 924-1238.

The Playhouse In The Park
proudly announces the cast of Roger and Hammerstein's,Oklahoma.
You will not want ID miss Rob
Riley's portrayal of"Curly"or Joyce
McKeel's marvelous depiction of
"Aunt Eller." "Laurey" is wonderfully represented by Paige Gross.
Still other extraordinary performances are made by Stephen Birmingham, as "Will", Carol Bogard,
as "Ado Annie", Ray Conklin, as
"Jud" and Nora Wise as "Genie."
David Weatherly portrays "Ali Hakim" and Bill Phillips brings "Andrew Cames" to life. The cast of
Oklahoma could be no better without names like Marc Games who's
characterization of Ike Skidmore is
incomparable, likewise for Ross
Mcloan,as"Cord Elam",Todd Hall,
as "Slim", Debbie Ferguson, as
"Kate", Tiffany Devine as "Ellen",
and Andrea Greer as "Virginia".
"Arminia" will be played by both
Sue Ellen Morris and Tabitha Devine. All select actors and actresses
chosen for the cast of Oklahoma
have put in a lot of hard hours and
worked earnestly toward the opening night of Oklahoma. Within this

90 Days 8sints As Cash

slung Sts Green flower food to promote blooms

759-4512
•

lbw) im
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We are pleased to
• announce that Tracy
Compton, bride-elect
of. Lonnie Brittain,
has made her domestic and household
selections ikrough.
our bridal registry.
Tracy and Lonnie
will he married July
13, 1993.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Agent sent
to prison for
sexual battery

FASTFACTS
Tax Bite in the 8-Hour Day in 1993
Housing & Household
Operations

Health &
Medical

Wallace Kaye was convicted
April 28 of sexual battery and
false imprisonment.
Superior Court Judge Jack Iso
imposed a S1,500 fine Wednesday in addition to five years and
four months behind bars.
During the "auditions," typically held at the Kaye Talent
Agency's Burbank offices, Kaye
would engage the actresses in
improvisational scenes of a sexual nature, then force himself on
them, kissing and fondling them.
Kaye claimed the women consented to sexual contact and were
free to leave at any time.
None of the victims were well
known actresses.

Transportation
Recreation

Clothing
Care

PtItli
P

All Other

Food &
11.1Pw
Tobacco 1

State/Local
Taxes
Federal Taxes

REGISTER TO WIN

DeAll-American
Western Wear
-.1 Head to toe...
Outfits for the entire family
Oficial Oitang;er

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) -- A
talent agent drew more than five
years in prison for sexually
attacking 10 aspiring actresses
and models and an undercover
policewoman during "auditions"

•
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We're stronger
than ever before.
We ve gotten out annual teport card
from A.M. Best, the insurance company
rating firm. On( e again we ye tamed the
highest rating •

A+ Superior
1
This rating ,

attef extensive analysis
;)rat tic es

of Shelter s

of underwriting

• (
c•r.n,.I tst

Smoker files
suit against
company

Nebraska enacts waiting period

F utx
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S
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ot reserves
ot investtfietit,
.

arlila si.ittit ten( y

We add the personal touch in service
for your life, home, car, farm, and
business insurance needs.

Newsletter named for Franklin
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP)
;s:lie Maupin worried that he,
might offend historical purists
schen !tenanted his newsletter for
Ielhrv penny-pinchers Poor
Richard's Almanac II.
But after reading about "Reit
Franklin. whose Poor Richard's
Alanlic- enchamed colonials two
:Llama's ago with its wit and
commonsense philosophy, Maupm believes early-to-bed, earlyto-rise Ben himself would
irrinve- •
"Most people think of Ben
Frankfin as an old guy with a
ie•,taling hairline. who'inade clever sayings and did something stupid by tlying a kite in a thunder,n‘rin." .said NI:lupin, a retired
Eusnic
Well, he must have done
something right because there are
a lot of financial institutions that
like the name Franklin, like
Fiaoklin Fund and the Franklin
Mon and the Ben Franklin
store." ,
%%lupin, .ilver-haired and robust at 74, started his monthly
newsletter last September. He
says circulation has climbed to
nearly 5,000, with most subscribers rcsiding in southwestern Missouri but also a few in California.
\tattle and Honda.
Maupin composes Poor
Richard's Almanac II on his
home computer. Besides tips on
how to be thrifty, the newsletter
features articles on nutrition,
health, personal finance and myriad tidbits he gleans from library
and other sources.
Each newsletter also contains
historical facts about Franklin,
the remarkable printer, scientist,
inventor, entiepreneur, statesman
and diplomat who published Poor
RichakEs Almanac from 1732 to
1751.
"I went to the library and studied up on him," -Maupin
tell in love with that guy."
Like Franklin, Maupin was a
sharp businessman. He founded
successful insurance companies
in Richmond, Va., and Atlanta in
year career and retired here
a
live years ago.
Maupin says he started his
ries sletter in part to keep his
mind from "rusting." He also
scant. to motivate others, particularly fellow retirees, to keep
learning, growing and enjoying
lit C.
"I don't think God meant for
people to retire. I really don't,"
he said. "I don't think He gave
you ahem: big muscles to all of a
sudden stop using them and have
them atrophy. I don't expect to
e%Cr retire."
Maupin got the idea for a thrift
newsletter after_Leading about the
lightwad 6a/ette, an 80,000-circulation publicateim founded in
Leeds. Maine. in 1990 by Amy
DAL ye/yn.
Maupin picked up' a few subscribers to his eight-page newsletter, which costs $12 for IS
'issues. when the Tightwad Ga/C1le featured him in an article. He
also gives away free copies to
people he meets during his daily
two-hour walks.
With its 0Ccasiorial tpt» and
misspellings and trude drawings.
NI:wpm.% Poor Richard's Alma
nat II is more a tolksy Hints
Irom Helooe than slick business
newsletter \13(11411 at111111% that he
h id a threat to Mc
isui I

•
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MERCER ISLAND, \1/4
(AP) --- A man has goi.e to
small-claims court to get Philip
Morris Co. to remain(Ne him for
the S1,154.53 hcs spelt to quit
savers and money savCrs,.. said
Tightwad Ga/ette or a number of
smoking.
•
other recession-born Omit 'subscriber Linda Carr. "I just
The case, brought bY 51 -yearthink it's kind of a neat
newsletters,
old Al Deskiewicr, repre:ents a
newspaper.''
"Mine'. a niche market. I'm
little-used line of attack against"
not looking to go nationwide,'"
cigarette companies.
Marion idlers complimentary
he said.
Citing, the state's product liacopies at HO cl.r:t and promiscs a
!vtatipin believes he has a -full whim' at any time it -subbility law, Deskiewici argued
natural market in the rural Otarks
Tuesday that the 1. innpaoy should
scribers aren't satisfied.
- of Missouri and Arkansas, which
pay tor hi s doctor's S islis, nicowant people to read niy
he notes "takes second place to
tine patt.hcs _and a health club
no other part of the country kir newsletter and say. .Tin glad I
membership. lie said he kicked
thrift and hardheaded wisdom." got that becauv: I'm not sure l'd
the habit ,Jart. I after smoking
A recent issue of the newsletter run across this 11110111i:ilk I11 a111/2
since the 19s05.
place else.'" he said.
touted the benefits•of sweet potaAlthough c igarette packages toes and other beta carotene-rich"
warn of the health ,dangers ol
hlitor's"Note Readers desiring
foods to fight aging, gave tips on
smokinv-Philip lvlorrit fias never
a tree copy ol the newsletter
how to be better organi/ed and
warned ol the risk of addiction.
should send a SAM - enyclope to
how to pay less for drug
Deskiewic/ contended.
Poor Richard's A Iiii:mn.i II.;;I"I'
prescriptions.
Judge 1 inda Jacke said Ow
S. Southlyn Make. Springfield.
"I think he comes up with
would rule in two weeks.
some nice, helpful things, time !ski. tosna,
\It,rris called one wit
ness, a psydnatrist who said
cigarette addiction is a myth.
However. a .19'ig surgeon gonefwomen receive information about al's report, citing 171 studies.
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) declared nicotine addictive.
fetal development and abortion
Nebraska has become the third
Richard Daynard, a Northeastalternatives.
state this year to enact a 24-hour
Waiting periods are on the ern IHniversit.s law professor in
waiting period for women seekBoston, said he knew of only one
books in 10 other states, though
ing an abortion.
in
challenged
other
are
ficalth-related
some
being
Democratic Gov, Ben Nelson
only
the
is
a whacco company.
against
Mississippi
case
court.
the
after
hours
bill
the
signed
state enforcing a 24-hour wait, It wa•; moved to a higher court.
Legislature passed it Tuesday, the
where the ei.atipany prevailed, h...
according to the Center for
last day of the 1993 session.
said.
Policy.
and
Law
Reproductive
that
requires
also
The law
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Harold -JaCk" Romaine
I teensed In KY & TN
'59-1033 or 753-0873
S 121ti `..;1.
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Good Used Vehicles
1993 Chevrolet S-10 PlazPr
).../H'.t: v Llki(?
f our ! 0C)t
Blazer

1902 Chevrolet
.t
Cloth

1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
':her, 30.000
Light Hu,'
1991 Cadillac Sevillo
White .4,
Miles
1991 Chevrolet Caprice
1-

mill i'evc.er

1991 Chevrolet Camaro RS
l'ops, V 3 r- ngiTir•.
Leather.
I

NAPA AUTO
'
' S
PART

1991 Chrysler Fitti-i Avenue
WhiI0 th'•

Power .

Engine Overhaul Kits
(r((er

stote

lAtk?
fr t‘q\la'

1990 Chevrolet 1..tinliria Eurosport
f !- :,3tr1e. 50.000 M,!.,s,
1
Four .)C.jr,
Full

o

*
Kit#

$187.40

Siiffia 17 Irnwisiata of Main Top Pulp.
Reg C•ia &Ma•tigagei

Cam, Lifter
& Timing Kit

302-4

$76.49

of

rri

ear-re

ar

.•I. P.

fCtinaiala of quality NAPA RI II
Plasugagil

Master Kit*

ffonsiala of Rod
Tuning Comp kit

Main Hearing art R14. . •

'Oil Pump& Exp..

--

r,

$102.06

r enigete art of rinalloi NA ha lifter•r •7'
arnst,sifti cam hitte ai timing (0IIII• irer ••

$307.92

$72.20

668-1

NAPA real

$138.57
'
4• •

$32.49

1989 Poritizic Firebird GTA
Every Option. White w,Beige Cloth

1989 Buick Regal Limited
Two Door Coupe. 48 000 Miles, Hilly
Loaded

maiii 1,antle arts ti

$273.11

"••
g

1989 Nissan Sentra XE
Joor Sedan.
Air,
Owned

1988 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado •

668-124 $606.00
14•11
'

•

$226.78

668-4

1.7•instats if •i
Plasirgage

$506.70 $228.02

302-124

1-1, firings NAPA r ;so..•rs
lag Sets
P1siatigage

risists
lirg Seta is

irotionita

Now •
$86.89

N't 4 quality NA F'. •'•
'
ICoff
- le gnaw,'2 55 • inn n.a.-insa 501•' oe•
CI"
.•
gaak,

$29.34

$65.20

302-1

$193.08

I 616 t)

$122.20 668-2

$271.54

IConolios of omplrfr set ,3f quality NAPA p,litr,s f•e•-fe• •
pisten ring• ram bearings and a fug set 4 NA,
arise.' •
.

Rod &
Main Kit

List

Kit#

nese camshaft ram !tine 411, timing

302-2

Block Kit

•

,••

$169.96

of

(Ford 302)

Now
$84.33

List

227-7

1990 Dodge Daytona
Burgundy Vi(:)'•'). (>3tfi 26.000
V-6. Loader.:

tininicr Siwcials*

(Chevy 350)
Re-Ring Kit

1990 Chevrolet Dc.cf.ta GT
Oth, V G. A itJ,
t
White w• 3.1' 3
Power

•-

•

Long Wheel Base. 68,000 Miles, 350,
Sharp!

*Buy a Master Kit and receive a free
oil pump and expansion kit. Chevy #302-9 valued at
$44.34 or Ford #668-9 valued at $49.68.

1987 GMC S-15 Jimmy
Four Wheel Drive. Fled & White two
Tone, Alloy Wheels

We offer a complete line of Engine Kits for all makes and models.
Call or visit your NAPA Auto Parts Store for competitive prices.
Complete
Offer expires July 31, 1993.

1987 Dodge Caravan

At WA You Always Get What You Pay For'
and that's why we put our name on
what VS, $011!

Murray Auto Parts
1300 North 121h Cnise•

‘

11. 1

MACHINE
IlkStIOP
SERVICE
E. Available

63,000 Miles. Silver w,Grey Cloth, 3.0
V-6 -Engine
'Whatever it takes. we want to

be

your car or trud(

company

Aar PEPPERS

CHEVROLET
Gel.

600 Tyson Ave
642 3900

Hwy
•
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•
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-1 Wellness concept gains momentum
is generally promoted by nutritionists
and medical doctors as
Purchase District Core Health Educator
one key to a healthy lifestyle. For
The concept of wellness is one much of the past 40 years,
that has been building momentum Americans have had a diet high
in the United States. There is in fat and calories, but recently,
good reason for this. The basic low fat foods have appeared on
tenets of wellness are consistent grocery shelves in large numbers.
Misty Morris, registered dialwith good mental and physical
tian
with the Purchase Distriahealth. Good nutrition, cardiovascular exercise, lack of excessive Health Department says the trend
stress and avoidance of hamilliF To—tower 1.W foods -can make it
substances are the four compo- easier to reduce the fat in the
diet.
nents of a healthy lifestyle.
The new food label, which
Because springtime is the seamust
appear on all processed
son of new beginnings, it is an
appropriate time of year to begin foods regulated by the FDA by
a personal wellness program. May 1994, will also make it
With a hit of gooci advice from easier" to determine thich foods
professionals, you can begin to are truly low fat. The goal for the
improve the quality of your life. American diet is to keep our fat
Adequate and proper nutrition intake to no more than 30 percent
By JOAN BUCHAR

Give Dad a gift that keeps on giving all year long. A
CellularONE phone can give your Dad the convenience of
instant communication on the job or on the road and help make
him more productive.
At CellularONE, we're giving you some additional reasons to
CELLubrate. This coupon ad is good for $100 OFF on the purchase
of a hand-held pK1910 cellular phone and accompanying value.
pack. This special Father's Day offer is good only with this
coupon and expires at 5 PM on June 18,1993.
Bring this ad to our office at 1733 Kentucky Avenue in
Paducah or call 1-800-999-CELL for an appointment.

r•

In Calloway County your local sales representatives are
Janet Housden at 753-0090 or Donna Cathey at 753-1982

ti

z

CELLULARONE

AUTOMOTIVE

Air Conditioning Specialist

1-800-999-CELL

e.'

Wholesale — Retail
753-3282
In Ky. 1-800-221-3610

1733 Kentucky Avenue • Paducah. KY 42003 • 502-444-0084 • Monday-Friday 8 5j

B&L
Automotive Dist.
810 Coldwater Rd. • Murray

To report local news call 753-1916

Andy Beale 71 Key n Lamb

(Formerly of RoHo & Cunningham Auto

Fleming, Furniture... Benton & Paducah * * * Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah *

SPECIAL STORE HOURS-:

imiture
Fleming \ictory
Direct
2;d4
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Fleming Furniture
Benton & Paducah Locations
ONLY!

am,

Thursday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Prices & Terms Nevrr Before .Offered!
Fleming Furniture has been authorized by
Broyhill, Thomasville and Lane to Liquidate
over 10 MILLION DOLLARS of excess
WAREHOUSE INVENTORY.

4,)

it

JIB
t.)

merchandise sold with full
nufacturers warren
'Cash, Checks, Bank
Accepted
'Up to 36 months financing
available with approved credit
490 days same as cash with
approved credit
•All merchandise sold first
come first served
'If your selection is not on the
Fleming floor, you must be able
to accept delivery within seven
days of it's receipt from the
FACTORY W4EIRKIJSE,

2*d

•...

•...

of the total calories consumed
and less than 10 percent of that
should come from saturated fats.
Good nutrition is important to the
concept of wellness but it must
be coupled with other aspects of
a healthy lifestyle, such as
exercise."
Exercise. specifically cardiovascular, the kind that stimulates
the heart and blood vessels, is the
best type of workout for overall
wellness. Many people feel that
rigorous jogging or calisthenics is
the most productive type of activity. However, brisk -walking is
good exercise and safer for a person just beginning a fitness
program.
Many people disregard the
advice to contact their doctor
before beginning an exercise
program. but Dr. Kenneth Cook,
family practitioner. believes it is
sound advice. "An adult with a
sedentary lifestyle who wants to
improve his level of fitness by
starting a walking regimen for 20
minutes a day, three or four days
a week may simply need a routine physical. However, If you
plan to do rigiorous exercise such
as training tor a marathon, you
may need a stress test to determine it there- is some preexisting
condition such as heart disease
which would advise against that
kind of activity."
Many people di NCl/lint the
effect ol stress on their health,
but stress over a long period ot
time can lead to physical conditions such as ulcers, high blood
pressure and heart attack. It also
affects a person's emotional well
being by making them impatient.
angry and depressed.
Celeste Emerson, coordinator
of the Therapeutic Rehabilitation
Program at the Padu,:ah Mental
Health Center, says: "Stress is the
body's way ot preparing lor
threat. It is a tact ol lile. but
handling it in a po,iii‘e was can
help you stay healthy A posake
attitude helps you cope with
stress." flicrson recommend,
these lour steps:
1. Try to avoid upsetting situations, it possible.
2. Talk with others - don't]
keep your trust:mons to yoursell.
You will feel better if you discuss problems ‘..k oh others.
3. Organize your tinie. If vou
always rush.. even simple tasks
can become stressful.
4. Learn relaxation techniques
such as deep breathing, meditation and muscle relaxation, and
use them during stressful times.
Cigarettes and alcohol are the
most commonly abused substances the average person may
indulge in, and there is assistance
available. Limiting alcohol intake
is a wellness principOle -th4
applies to most people, however
serious .problems with alcohol
may require professional care.
Alcoholism treatment is available
in the community from private
counselors and centers.
An individual can develop
their own wellness plan by
changing their diet, exercising,
reducing stress and quitting or
avoidifig harmful substances.
Also employers may •help with
special programs and equipmon.
Individuals or employrs can
begin a wellness program by participaing, in a health risk appraisal-. This survey consists of questions regarding lifestyle factors
that can put a person at risk for
chronic diseases or accidents.
Once a person learns what their
health risk is, they can take steps
to lower that risk.
For more information about
these special events call Joan
Buchar at 1-247-14W

Bedroom • Dining Room • Living Room
Occasional • Appliances • TV's & VCR's
Recliners • Sectionals
Sleeper Sofa's and morel
(Not all merchandise at all iocations)

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

Expanded Store Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 9a.m. - 6 p.m., Fri. 9 am.- 6 p.m., Sat. 9 cm.-5 p.m.
4)

Design Assistance
Available
All Merchandise
Subject To Prior Sale

•

Not all merchandise
at All Locations
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uivisoon of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

cilto~,ladle

PADUCAH, KY.
451 S. 16th
442-4455
IVO-7816224

I lcming Furniture... Benton & Paducah *

BENTON, KY.
305 N. Main
527-3481
1'800•599 6224

G W '93

* Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah * * *

Ar▪ i
We are pleased to announce
that Amberly Moss, bride-elect
of Phil Billington, has made
her domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Amberly and Phil will be
married July 17, 1993.

\VAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Actress dead at 72

Obituaries
Mrs. Mary Morgan Polk
Mrs. Mary Morgan Polk, 60, of
Hurt Drive, Murray, died Tuesday at 9:35 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A licensed practical nurse, she
was a member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Born Dec. 30, 1932, in Nashville. Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Bud Morgan and Mary
Francis Morgan.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Josie Paulette McMahon,
.Nashville; one son, Richard Gregory Polk, Madison, Tenn.; three

sisters, Mrs. Evelyn Berlin, New
Concord, Mrs. Ilene Smith, Murray, and Mrs. Clara Orman,
Nashville; three brothers, Monroe
Morgan, John Morgan and Albert
Morgan, all of Nashville; four
grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Gary Evans is
officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.

Ed R. Shook
Ed R. Shook, 81, of Rt. 6,
Murray, died Tuesday at 6:34
p.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
He was a member of Russell
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Born June 6, 1912, in Madison
County, N.C., he was the son of
the late John Shook and Corea
Hensley Shook.
Survivors include close friends,
Wesley and Maloy Russell, Rt. 6,

Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Shoemaker, Ms. Ruth Shook
and Mrs. Zel Slagle; several
nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be Friday at 11 a.m. at Russell Chapel
Cemetery. The Rev. Marvin
Naiper will officiate.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray from 8 to
10:30 a.m. on Friday.

James Franklin Rogers
James Franklin Rogers, 57, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn., died Monday
night. He was pronounced dead
on arrival at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
A retired employee of Holley
Carburetor Plant, Paris, he was of
Baptist faith.
He was married March 15,
1958, to the former Ruby Lou
Snow, who died Nov. 2, 1985.
Born Oct. 14, 1935, at Paris,
he was the son of the late Clyde
Buron Rogers and Rosa May
Kirkland Rogers. Two brothers,
Buron Rogers and Gerald Dale
Rogers, also preceded him in
death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Frankic Stanfield,

She was in the film biographies "Night and Day" (about
Cole Porter); "The "Adventures ot
Mark Twain"; and "Rhapsody in
Blue" (George Gershwin).
In a 1971 interview, she said
she rarely saw her films because
"they weren't very good then,
and I doubt they improve with
age."
"I was always the wife of Cole
-Porter orlinntboirthelady who
sat in the audience and applauded
the composer and who was never
allowed im stage," she said. "Of
course, it was very frustrating. I
had studied dancing all my. life."
In 1978, Miss Smith appeared
on Broadway in another big musical, "Platinum," about a fading
The performance won her a
movie star who tries a comeback
Tony as best actress in a musical.
as
a rock singer. She got great
Raved Time magazine: "Alexreviews,
hut the show was a
is Sm;th is the living, dancing
bos
mtba.rting
refutation of F. Scott Fitzgerald's
in 1984, she had a
axiom that there are no second
recurring
small
role on televilives."
American
acts in
sion's "Dallas:*
She got a screen test with WarMiss Smith was horn in Cananer Bros. after a talent scout
and raised in, Los Angele,
da
a
her
in
college
spotted
She trained as a dancer and
production.
attended Los Angeles City ColAmong her leading men were
lege. In 1944, she married SteClark Gable ("Any Number Can
vens, who played the title role in
Play"), Ronald Reagan ("Stalthe 1950s TV series "Peter
lion Road"). Errol Flynn ("San
Gunn."
Antonio," among others) and
The couple had no children.
Jack Benny ("The Horn Blows at
Funeral arrariudialbits were
incomplete

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Alexis Smith, a dincer and Hollywood
actress from the 1940s and '50s
who won a Tony Award for her
sensational 1971 comeback on
Broadway in "Follies," has died
at 72.
Miss Smith died of cancer
Wednesday at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, said her husband,
Craig Stevens.
Th-e-pik—ol-hcr career came a
decade after she had largely
retired from the screen. In the
Stephen Sondheim musical
"Follies," Miss Smith played
one of a group of aging showgirls
who hold a reunion in a soon-tobe-demolished theater.

Puryear, and Mrs. Cindy Swanner, Puryear; one son, James T.
Rogers, Puryear; two sisters, Mrs.
Alma Crouch and Mrs. Eva Nell
Henderson, Paris; three brothers,
HENDERSONVILLE, Tenn.
Brent Rogers and Dewey Rogers,
Puryear, and Tommie Rogers, (AP) — Conway Twiny was center stage one more -time —
Paris; five grandchildren.
remembered as a country music
The funeral is today at 2:30 giant whose growling voice was
p.m. in LcDon Chapel of Ridge- stilled too soon.
•
way Morticians, Paris. The Rev.
"I'm not ready for Conway to
Jerry Lee is officiating.
close the show yet," singer Reba
Pallbearers are Keith Rogers, McEntire said Wednesday as she
choked back tears at a packed
Eddie Buron Rogers, Ricky
memorial service.
Hood, Randy Allen, David
Twitty, who had more No. 1
Archie and Micky Eaton. Burial
hits than any other musical perwill follow in Chapel Hill Cemetery off the Old Paris-Murray former, died Saturday in -Springfield, Mo., after a blood vessel
Road, Paris.
burst in his abdomen. He was 59.
"He'll always be a legend in
my heart and my mind," McEntire told more than 2010 mourners at First Baptist Church. "Ill
tunity to study the disease:They can be one-fourth the role model
won a court order blocking the to sonic little kid that Conway
roundup last month.
was to me, I'll be thrilled."
But Superior Court Judge IrvOther stars paying their
ing Shimer lifted the order respects included Garth Brooks.
Vince Gill, Barbara Mandrell,
Wednesday.
Mickey Gilley, Tammy Wynette,
"Call the governor, that's the
main issue. Don't talk to me," he Naomi Judd, the Statler Brothers,
Ronnie McDowell, Little -Jimmy
said.
Dickens, Porter Wagoner, Connie
Sitton
Larry
biologist
State
said ducks eventually could be Smith and the Oak Ridge Boys.
The audience also was swelled
reintroduced after the water is
country music fans, many visby
treated.

Mpg .Nashville, 20 miles to the
south, for the annual Fan Fair
festival. •
"The Billboard Book of Top
40 Hits" says Twitty had more
than 50 No. 1 country songs over
his naire - than 311-.year career,
compared with 20 No. I hits On
the pop chart for the Beatles and
18 for Ehis Presley.
Twitty's most popular songs
included "It's Only Make
Believe." "Hello Darlin',"
"Linda on My. Mind," "Tight
Fiit in' Jeans'' and" Slow Hand."
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Everyone Is Welcome
Classes For All Ages
June 14-18
9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
If

..13330-34.55
53435-3435
121.04331.00

you need a ride, call 753-9714.

LEES
CARPET
SALE!

KOPPERUD REALTY'S
Featured Home of the Week

I MIN ).\. I

SFA1NMAY 1k

Prices as of 9 AM
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$46341-47.00
IS 1-2 230-2.1* lbs.
..S43341-44.00
IS 1-2 2113231 lbe_
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$45.00-46.041
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Investments Since 185-1
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Singers pay respects to flVitty

Judge gives approval to destroy
about 350 ducks infected with virus
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
— Dismissing objections from
animal lovers, a judge has given
the OK to destroy some 350
ducks infected with a deadly
virus.
"Within 48 hours, we can see
some action," state Fish and
Game Department spokesman
Patrick Moore said Wednesday.
Wildlife officials fear the
infected birds in the Venice canals and nearby waters will spread
duck viral enteritus, which can
also kill geese and swans. The
department said 40,000 birds died
in a recent outbreak in South
Dakota.
Duck supporters had sought a
quarantine, saying it would be
more humane and offer an oppor-

G
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This almost new home offers 3large bedrooms,21/2baths,livingroom,
formal dining room,family room wifireplace and much, much more.
Make your appointment to see this home today.

711 Main St.

KOPPERUD REALTY

It's the Lees Carpets sale of the year!
Save money on quality Certified STAIN
MASTER" carpet NOW during our Lees
Authorized Dealer Sale.
We've got a wide selection of eye-pleasing
styles and textures for you to choose fibm in
hundreds of today's most desirable _colors
All Lees Certified STAINMASTERcu-earpet
in this limited-time sale is guaranteed to resist
stains, protect against soil and reduce static.
All these quality carpets are manufactured to
the exacting standards that have made Lees
the first choice in carpet for more than seven
generations of American homemakers.
Come in today. See the best — and save the
most!

753-1222

MYERS

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC

.

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Ow: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sal. 8-12

Visa-MC-Discovitr

Good
Thru
60513

Cash & Ca

Starting at

Superdeck
Pressure Treated
Wood Stain

S1195
per sq. yd.

Time Waruer.._......—..3814 • 14

FREE ESTIMATES
EXPERT INSTALLATION

• 14
Hfiletd Lyons is•market makerWIIS
MOCK

UNC

once unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Add

On&

Ay/s able
Upon PIIIQu•St

4-111

•--

HI
MOD

Wet IL use ia • bile Oil se WC

Mailbox Posts

THURMAN'S
FURNITURE
208 E. Main

Murray

753-4834
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Classified

It-

-1111122=131=E111111
010
020
025
030
040
(4.0

190
370
390
400 .
550

070

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

to°

Situation Wanted
Businis Opportunity

110 .•

410

• Public Sale

540

.For Trade

560

Free Column
Wanted

570.

Instruction

.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
SERVICES

230
250
290
530

h,", I .1 Ii-

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

470
480
485
490
495
$00
510
520

1 RANSPOR IATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

REAL ES1 A If: SALES

Ht NI U.

Mobile Homes For Rent

270

Mobile Home. For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

36$

For Sale Or Lease

Business Rentals

420

Home I...sans

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartment.. For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
185 .......-..
200
210
220

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

260
380

280

300

fitISCELLANEOL

EMPLOYMENT
060..

Farm Equipment
_Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
_ . ................ . -Produce
Feed & Seed

310

likes'n'things
Check Out Our
Father's Day
Gift Ideas!

LOST June 5, 1993 Female black & white Border
Collie named Jill Lost in
Duncan Grocery area Call
759-4909
LOST Reward $500
Siamese cat named Cuddles, belongs to 3yr old &
14mo old Hwy 280 near
East Elementary School
753 9202

LOOKING for good 9 ball
players. 64 available slots.
sign up now to be assured
of slot Game date June 13
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge, 1st place $200• 1st eight
nLine hand tossed pizza, places pay Call Break
fresh salads. sandwiches, Time Billiards Dixieland
gyros Open all year at Shopping Center 759 9303
5prn--.64rrsed--Mert-arret--rer--iarerwtetrertTues . 474 8119
1 800 649 3804
Dixieland Shopping Cl,.
759-1972

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Ago 84.
Our most comprehensrve policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free *cal

Clam SerVICe
.

MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted from God
554 -7904 call tor
appointment

Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &
Accessories

ACCEPTING applicaticins
for cosmetologist and mancunst 753-3688 after 5pm
489-2740

The Panhandler
•

ATTENTION Owner
Operators/Drivers Excellent Pay & Benefits Call
Recruiting
1-800 826-1402

Bel-Air Center

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545
STANLEY Home Products
June Specials Ong Degreaser, Try-it Cleaner,
Furniture Cream, Orange
Miracle Spot Remover,
Cool-A Ped Foot Lotion
Free Delivery Carolyn Kaminski 901 247 3987
Murray
residents
1 800 738 5708

Lost
And Found

BRITTHAVEN of Benton A
leader in the long term care
industry is now accepting
applications for the following RN Supervisor, day
shift M F, LPN. afternoon
shift. Certified Nursing Assistants, Nurse's Aide training classes Selected applicants must be ambitious.
eager to learn & dedicated
to serving the elderly. If
interested apply at Britthayen on Hwy 641 across
from Wal-Mart between
9am-3pm M-F EOE

LOST 05 28-93 Old English Mastiff dog. tan, male,
flea collar & collar, named
Duke Lost in Duncan Groc- •
ery area Call 759-4685
LOST Syr old Walker coon
dog, lost between Harris
Grove and Taylor Store
Needs medication Re
ward' 435-4656

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

WHITE Poodle/Airdale-mix
Lost strayed or stolen Reward 9 miles out on 732
436-2345

BRIDAL REGISTRY

AVON sales Be happy
Earn $8 $10hr Part time
no inventory investment •
Free samples product, kit
training 1 800 690 AVON
BRAZ:LIAN BOY 17 anxiously awaiting host family
Enioys sports, reading
Other Scandinavian, Europear high school students
arrving August Call ELIZABE
15021 782-2861 or
7 KO SIBLING

LOST Reward' Black &
white female cat with red
collar Lost from Scienc
Acres subdivision oft Hwy
280 Phone 759-1512
-

112 SO. 12th

Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

***POSTAL JOBS***
Start $11.41/hr. + benefits. For application &
info, call 1-(216) 3246228 7 a.m. to 10 p.m
7 days.
.

CARPENTERS Experienced in residential construction Wages commensurate with ability Must
have references Call
901-232-8266 after 6pm
CERTIFIED NURSES ASSISTANT GET PAID
WHILE YOU TRAIN' Women Age 16-21, FREE
Gov't Training Education
program Paycheck/Living
Expenses/Health/Dental
Care/Transportation provided. Earn GED/HS
Diploma/Driver's License
CALL JOB CORPS'
1-800-872-4604
DANCERS waitresses
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
79E, Pans, Tn

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Doors On at 6401

OPEN TO THE PUBL IC

753-0466

NON-PROF- ,T ORGANIZAPON

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILAF3LE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

H you I are in reasonably good health &
( .111 answer no taa few questions you
rimy qualify for preferred rates. Below

are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
MALE

age 40
age 50
age GO
age 70
age 80

-

FEMALE

$9.45
12.37
17.69
28.93
52.73

age 40
age 50
age 60
age 70
. age 80

-

$8.13
9.85
13.57
22.13
42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increasc

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199

Flopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"
4

DENTAL hygenist full or
part time Send resume to
1317 Main St. Benton. Ky
42025 or 1653 Calloway
Ave. Murray. Ky 42071
DISTRIBUTOR of professional beauty supplies has
sales position available in
the western Kentucky area
Must have working knowledge of the salon industry
or as a hair dresser For
information please call
Beth 1-800-964-1727
DO you need a JOB or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16 22
years, if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week' between
8 00am-3 00pm We are an
EOE This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA
EXPERDRIVERS
IENCED OTR Flatbed
benefits, assigned new
conventional equipment
sign on bonus, flexible time
off and more Run 48
states Call immediately
Roadrunner Trucking
1-800-876-7784
NEEDING a substitute carrier for day route in county
and/or night route in city
Please call Chester Garner
759-1138

Instruction

BECOME A PARALEGAL
Join America's fastest
growing profession Work
with attorneys Lawyer instructed home study The
Finest Paralegal Program
Available FREE Catalogue 800-362-7070 Dept
TRUCK DRIVERS/ LG742
OWNER OPERATORS 1yr
140
exp up to 28 centsimile to
Want '`
start Van or fiat Company.
DRIVERS' OTR, Flatbed. sponsored training for
To Buy
Only MidwesVSouthest. those wino exp 0/0 now
ANTIQUES by the piece or
up to $ 24 Cents to start. leasing for flatbed division
$100 sign-on bounus Call Exec benefits Must be 23 collections Call 753-9433
Oliver Transportation Call Poole Truck Line after 5pm
-44100 654-837.7 -teasing-1-4M9443 De pt CASH paid for good, used
thru AFGI
rifles, shotguns, and ,postols Benson Sporting
DRIVERS, over the road.
Goods 519 S 12th,
070
Van/Flat 35 states. 1 year
Murray
Domestic
experience verifiable start
& Childcare
25-28 cents/mile with 3
TWO man pedal boat
years Benefits Call CLEANING houses is my 436-2318
1-800 444-6648
business Reliable & experDRIVERS WANTED - ienced, references Call
Flatbed Experience, New Linda 759-9553
Conventionals, Paid WILL babysit in my home
Weekly Loaded/Empty experienced 759-4490
14HP John Deere tractor
Miles, Life/Health Insurwith 4f1 mower 753-3896
ance. Bonus, Rider Prog- WILL do house cleaning
ram ADVANCED DISTRI- Call Betty 474-2131 leave 18,000 BTU air conditioner
$100, Martin gas stove
SYSTEM message
BUTI-ON
800-364-1047 24 HOurs-7
$200. Large chest type
freezer $50. Dog house, 5f1
Days Week
wire & post, all new $100
Position
FRIENDLY HOME PARCall 759-4731
Wanted
TIES now has openings for
demonstrators No cash in- SEWING lobs wanted in- ALISUN & WOLFF TANvestment Part time hours cluding formal wear
NING
BEDS -New
with full time pay Two cata- 753-1061
Commercial-Home Units
logs, over 700 items Call
From $199 Lamps-Lotions1 -800
Accessories Monthly payments low at $18 Calf ToIMMEDIATE opening for
day FREE NEW Color Capart time waitress Must be
talog 1-800-462-9197
21 Apply in person at Big ESTABLISHED lawn serApple Cafe 901-247-5798 vice with 50+ cusotmers ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxeMAKE YOUR MOVE NOWl and all the equipment Seri- dos Ruth's See and Sew,
ous inquiries only
Earn up to $38.000 per year
Country Square, 1608 N
753-0501
with the best full truckload
121, Murray, 753-6981
the
coast to coast carrier on
BOGARD trucking and exroad today CONVENANT
TRANSPORT We are excavating, inc We haul top
ci
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
panding our conventional
rock, rip rap. 759-1828
air ride fleet with 100 addia
Fireworks!!
tional freightliners and we
COMING soon' Cooper
Make Big $$
need you nowl If you are 23
Grand Classic Passenger
Short Term
have a class A CDL with
tires with 80,XXX mile war(1 Week)
HIM, one year verifiable
ranty Warehouse tire, 400
Run a fireworks tent
OTR Also Truck Driving
Industrial Rd 753-1111
No up front money.
School graduates wel
Great fund raiser for
HEAVY duty utility trailer,
come For Top Pay and
you or your group
5x10, $425 753-7051 ancall
Benefits
Cal Kathy
swering machine
1-800-441-4394 today
1400-258-6490
DRIVERS J B Hunt $Learn
To Earn$ You can learn to
drive a truck tor J B Hunt
Find out more about training that will put you on the
road to big pay and great
benefits
Call
1 800-845-2197 If you
have a CDL call
1-800-368-8538 EOE'
Subject to Drug Screen

WANTED OTR drivers
2yrs experience Van and
reefer
division
1-800-394-1888

PART time office work
Ability to operate cash re
gister. work with custom
ers, experience with IBM
computer Send resume to
PO Box 1032. Murray. Ky
42071

a.
HERSHEY-FRITO-LAY
Best Vending Opportunity
of the 90's invest $14,500
(25 coin-operated machines, approved locations,
company training ) Estimated
earnings
$1100-$1800 week.
1-800/841-4322

WENDY'S Take our management path to success
Our management trainees
become leaders that know
how to make things happen We can offer competitive salary and a great opportunity You give us your HERSHEY PRODUCTS
best effort and we do the First time offered New conrest General managers cept in vending Exc inwith 3yrs experience up to come PTiFT Training/
$30,000. co-managers up location's provided Invest
to $25,000. assistant man- $4K
to
$ 12"K
agement trainees up to 1-800-233-2833
$18,000 Apply to Oscar
Murray, 1111 Chestnut St
759,4695

CLASSIFIED

Tobacco Worker
Needed
Employment from 7/9/93 through 1/5/
94. Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours.
All tools provided. Housing provided for
non-commuting workers. Transportation and subsistence reimbursed to
worker upon completion of 50% of contract. Pay rate is $5.09/hr. Reply to
your local employment office.

APPLIANCE
PARTS
To Fit Most Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
Kitchen
1401P6111
Fng,doe
Aid
4.01‘906
sears
GE

p,mana
bSe
ou
esting
,Aaytag -""art oaq

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

240

Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furrushings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Ducouni 2nd Ran,
60% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads &lust Run Within 6 Day Period)
$175 per coissia inch ears !ar niesday Shop
.0-66 Guide

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide ) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

160

110

Hsp
Wonted
CONFEDERATE
$$$$$$$$$$. silver
S$$$$$$$$$, coins. proof.
setsstamps at Decades
Ago (Hazel), Bookrack
'Murray) We buy, appraise Christopher's
Coins 753 4161

Classified .Ad Rates
Display Ads

Advertisers are requested to check the,
first insertion oftheir ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible 'prosily one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

FARMERS NL1IIKE 1

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN Al) CALL

DE:AMINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

JUST arrived! New shipment of 16" & 16.5" Blem
light truck tires All tread
patterns $65/ea plus tax
Mounted, balanced & put
on Warehouse Tire, 400
Industrial Rd 753-1111
METAL for farm and commercial buildings. Lengths
cut to order from 30" to 45'
in inch increments 38"
wide Galvanized or choice
of 10 colors in *1 and *2
grade Trim accessories
and door hardware Call for
prices (502) 489-2722 or
489-2724
PORTABLE barn style &
utility style storage building
753-6869
WOLFF suntan beds
Sales service. bulbs &
parts Financing available
753-9274
WHEAT straw Phone
489-2436 if no answer
leave message on
machine
2 OLD quilts, good condition, reasonable
474-8845

155

270
Home
Furnishings

Miscellaneous

Mobile
Moines For Sale

I

OLD-FASHIONED WED- 1989 14x70 28R 2 bath
DINGS Candlelight cere
with cathedral ceilings ja
1109 Pogue Ave.
monies, outdoor weddings cuzzi extra nice $14 500
750.9940
Mountain Chapel overlook- 753 9959 489 2068
Clean Used Furniture, Aping river. near Gatlinburg
pliances. and Mac Items
Everything provided Ac- 1990 1472 FLEETWOOD
Use Ow layaway Plan
commodations Romantic 2br 2 bath garden tub sky
We buy furniture.
Carriage Ride Reasonable light custom oak cabinets
prices Charge Cards ac gas heat central air under
pinning
like new
cepted
GLASS door bathtub enclo- Heartland , 753 8428
sure Traditional couch 1-800448 VOWS (8697)
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Both in good condition
Specianzing
in mobile
PANAMA
CITY
489 2834
BEACH Gulf front condos home electric services 200
KING size pestal waterbed, Fully equipped vacation re- amp $375 100 amp $325
$100 Call 759-4119 after ntals on Thoas Drive Eft 433-4027
5pm
1BR, 2BR, 3BR Daily' DINKINS Mobile Homes
1.41116E living room couch, Weekly rates-Reserve Inc One of the largest &
$100, small chair. $20: Now' Beachside One Re- oldest dealerships of quai
metal dining table, 4 chairs. alty 1-800 654 6052
ity built homes in the South
$75, Maple full size bed, POST-Frame Buildings, east' Hwy 79E Paris TN
$75, 2 coffee tables, $5 24 x32x9 eave, erected 1 800 642 4891 Open
each 753-5809
$4251, plus freight Other weekdays hI 7 00 Sat ril
6 00 and Sun afternoon tii
VELOUR sofa 7',2 ft off sizes available Blitz Buil
6 00
ders
1-800
628
1324
white, $175, 2 matching
striped chairs $60 each
ROMANTIC CANDE- MOBILE HOME REPOS
excellent & clean condition LIGHT WEDDINGS
FOR SALE Singles+
436-5224
Smoky Mountains. Or- doubles Financing avail
dained Ministers, elegant able Clean, late model
homes Green Tree Ftnan
chapel photographs. flor
cial Corp7kentucky
als, limos, videos, accomo
or
dations, modest prices' No 6 06 2 2 3 1 0 1 0
1-800 221-8204
waiting. no blood tests
1979 GMC 7000 Grain
Gatlinburg.
TN
MOBILE Home Loans PreTruck Looks good, runs
1 -800-WED RING
owned mobile home financgood Call 435-4377
STRAW for sale Call Leroy ing 11176 and newer from
Todd 753 0858 or Green Tree Financial
Competitive rates Fast,
753-8943
friendly service Call for an
TIME share units and application today'
NORDIC Row TBX exer- campground member
800 221-8204
cise equipment Includes ships
Distress sales
instructional video and all cheap' Worldwide selec- WOULD you like a nice
paperwork It looks and tions Call Vacation Network home for you and your tam
works like new Cost $790 U S
and Canada ply/ Now is the time to
Will sell for $600 Call 800-543-6173 Free infor- invest Every day in June is
Sale Day Come by and
753-8760 Ask for Gene
mation 305-563-5586
take advantage of super
deals like these' 3br, 2 bath
210
doublewide *189, $19,990
Business
10% down and $177 per
Services
Firewood
month' 3br, 2 bath 14x80
ASPHALT driveway sea *240 only $12.995, 10%
A FIREWOOD for sale
ling Top quality, low cos. down and $150 per month!
437-4667
free estimates Jeremy Many more specials like
these Hurray While They
Mayes 345-2748
220
Last' We expect to sell all
KEN TENN Investigations.
discounted homes by the
Musical
owner J B Wilburn. speciaend of June 8 5% and 5%
ELECTRONIC organ, Low- lizing in criminal, civil, down payment available to
ery, like new, double key- domestic and insurance In- qualified buyers Volunteer
board, pedals, automatic vestigations 14 years law Homes. Hwy 79 East,
rythm, included bench and enforcement experience Paris, TN 901-642-4466
instruction course Call Bel Air Shopping Center "Home of the Unbeatable
5 0 2 - 7 5 3 3 8 6 8 Dear
753-3489
502-436-6099 Licensed in
MID-SOUTH Musicians' Kentucky and Tennessee
Network. Get listed in &
Mobile
receive a directory of area
Homes For Rent
musicians & technicians of
Mobile
all shapes & sizes (pros/
14x60 2BR 1', miles east
Homes For Sale
amateurs). Phone for free
of Murray 753-7374
brochure! (901) 642-0773 1982 NEW Have
2BR trailer No pets
PIANO tuning John
753-9866
Gottschalk, 753-9600
1988 14x60 CLAYTON 2br, SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
central air, gas heat, new electric or gas Walking dis240
washer & dryer, new front tance to college 753-5209
deck, vinyl skirting, excelMiscellaneous
lent condition At Fox Mea28s
A BEAUTIFUL Wedding in dows, good price $10,500
Mobile
Gatlinburg's First and Orig- 'After 4pm phone 759-1476
Home Lots For Rent
inal Chapels since 1980 753-8238
MOBILE home spaces to
No test, No Waiting
1988 14x80 MOBILE rent Two miles east o
Photos-Flowers-Music
Honeymoon Suites (Fire- home 3br, 2 bath, large Murray $75 mo rent. $75
places, Jacuzzis) Christian rooms, fireplace, central deposit Call 753-7953
Ceremony Rev Ed Taylor h/a. underpinning, _large
Call
24
Hours& shingled porch Located on
2 4 acres. 4 miles from
1-800-346-2779
Murray Alot of trees SeriEXERCISE equipment. fur- ous inquiries only
niture, washer & dryer 753-2860 after 5pm
527-2821 or 395-3508

MELDS BARGAIN BIN

CLASSIFIED

GATLINBURG SummitBreathtaking mountain top
views of Smoky Mountains'
Fireplace, balcony, kitchen,
indoor pool, Jacuzzis Honeymoon and weekend spe
cials' Free brochure
1-800-242-4853, (205)
988-5139

LOG HOMES Design services FREE BROCHURE
WHIRLPOOL air condi- HONEST ABE LOG
tioner, excellent shape, HOMES, Route One, Box
$100 obo 753-3727
84CK. Moss, Tennessee
38575 (800) 231-3695
Appliances

MYRTLE BEACH RESORT
VACATION
RENTALS-Studios, 1 and 2
bedroom condo house2 TWIN new mattresses keeping included Indoor/
$75/both Must sell
outdoor pools, and morel
762-6291
Summer rates from
4506/week FREE BRO30" FRIGIDAIRE electric
CHURE 1-800-448-5653
range Lennox gas central
heating unit '81 Ford ROMANTIC CANDKELITE
Econo Line 150 van 30 WEDDINGS-Smoky Moungallon gas water heater
tains, Ordained Minis
Make offer 759-9359 late ters,Eelegant Chapel.
pm
Photographs, Florals, Limos, Videos, AccommodaCOUCH, matching chair,
tions. Modest Prices!
end table, coffee table,
CHARGE IT' No waiting, no
lamp small kitchen table
blood tests, Gatlinburg
chairs, $190 21" cabinet
Tennessee
television $100. 753-7763
1 -800-WED-RING

METHODIST
Vet Yi2f1,72/CAST

foccF.NZIE

SURGICAL SERVICES SUPERVISOR
Immediate opening for R.N. with surgical
experience. Full benefits and competitive
salary. For information, please contact:
Kathy Heath-Townsend, DON., Methodist
Hospital of McKenzie, 901-352-5344.
E.O.E.

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts:
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway

8280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment. The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
WIngo - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 753-9822 after 5 p.m.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Heating
And Cooling

Apartments
For Rent

Apartmente
For Rent

NEW condition 7 a ton
Trane heat & air unit
753 1300 after 7pm
489 2116

2BR apt large rooms very
near MSU for up to 4 Students,washer, dryer
stove refrigerator furnished
Coleman RE
753-9898

NICE 2br duplex, central
tva. satellite. $375 mo No
pets 753 7457

2BR apt near campus No
pets 753-5980
CLEAN up shop for rent
South 3rd Extended
753 6831 days 753-6057
nights Available 07/01/93
FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612

2BR apt near campus
$180 mo 759 9980
2BR apts, spacious all
appliances including
washer & dryer $450 mo
753 4573

Lhieelock
& Supplies

NICE 2br duplex central
gas h - a, appliances w d
hookup Northwood Df
$400 plus deposit No pets
753 1953 or 753-0870
NICE 3br, stove & refrigera
for, central h a $450 plus
deposit No pets 105 North
16th
753 1953 or
753-0870

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
2BR duplex, central ha, ing Apply in person at
appliances furnished
Southside Manor 906
310
Available now in Westwood Broad St Extended be
Want
Subdivision Coleman RE tween 8am 12noon No
To Rent
753 9898
phone calls please Equal
NEED small house or trade
2BR duplex, central ha, Housing Opportunity
in county only with utilities
appliances wd hookup TAKING applications for
Prefer a shady spot, rea- No pets 1802''t B Monroe
section 8 rent subsidized
Call Ave $325 plus deposit
sonable rent
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
436-5334 and leave 1-527-7382
rooms, handicap access'
message
ble Equal Housing Oppor
2BR near MSU Central tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
heat & air, available now
Apartments
$300,mo, appliances & 502 437 4113
For Rent
lawn maintenance furnTWO one bedroom in Mur
ished
Embassy Apts
1,23 4BR apts furnished
ray $265'mo $265 depo753-9898
with
very nice, some
sit.$175mo. $175 deposit
washer & dryer, near MSU
2BR, Sherry Lane Estates Call 753 7953
. No pets Also room for rent
New & very nice All apUNIVERSITY view, like
753-6111,753-1252 days
pliances furnished. includ
new apt in. 4 plex. 2br
753-0606 after 5pm
mg washer & dryer, censtove refrig. micro, central
1BR. low utilities, ap- tral h a. quiet neighbor• ti,a $400,mo 753-8096
hood
Coleman RE
pliances & water furnished
nights 753-2633 days
753-9898
No pets $185 753 3949
VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
ELEGENTLY decorated
1BR & studio apt available
duplex Northwood Drive.
appliances furnished Cole- 1br on Hwy 280. $275/mo appliances furnished, cen
2br redecorated off 94E.
man RE 753-9898
tal air & gas heat $475:mo.
$250'mo Water furnished.
1 LARGE furnished apt, a deposit No pets 753 8848 1 month deposit. 1 yr lease
No pets 753-2905
share a bath. $125 mo, before 8 30pm
water & garbage furnished
FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br
753 7662
No pets Zimmerman
Rooms
1 OR 2br apts near down- Apartments 753-6609
For Rent
town MoKp 753 4109
NEAR MSU kitchen living
LARGE lbr apt near cam
2BR 1' 2 bath w d hookup
room privileges, utilities
pus partial utilities paid
carport & deck $350 mo $200 mo 759 9980
furnished Coleman- RE
753-6266, 437-4855
753 9898
MUR CAL Apartments now
2BR, 1 bath, Ir, full kitchen. accepting applications for
at, gas heat, located in 1. 2 and .3br apartments
Houses
quite neighborhood near Phone 759-4984 Equal
For Rent
hospital and university No Housing Opportunity
pets $250/mo 759-1094
NEW 2br duplex, central 2BR house: wood o
after 6pm
ha, appliances, carport electric heat, air condi
honer, 8 miles SE of Mur
2BR in Northwood, low utili- $400 mo 1817 Ridgew- ray No pets, references
ood
753-7457
-No
pets
immediately
ties. available
deposit 492-8594
753-0521 or 759-9240
3BR convenient location
$500 mo No pets
753-3293

ABSOLUTE

Auction Sale
Saturday, June 12 - 10 a.m.
in Puryear, Tn. from Paris, Tn. take
Hwy. 641 North to Puryear. Turn right
on Hwy. 140 to second house on right.
Will be selling: couch, 3 recliners, coffee & end
tables. bar to match, solid pine, what-not shelf, whatnots, about 25 sets of salt & pepper shakers, table
lamps. kerosene lamps, antique 6 leg table, antique
center table. 2 box fans, 1 window fan,3 piece bedroom
set,3piece maple bedroom set,fan on stand,old books,
combination radio and record player, good 19 portable
TV,pictures,spool bed,entertainment center, washer &
dryer,stove. refrigerator, microwave,sliding glass door.
china cabinet, dinette table, 6 chairs, 20 gal single
barrel shotgun, 22 cal automatic rifle, dropleaf table,
shop vac, several hand tools. 20 ft extension ladder, 2
wood step ladders, wheelbarrow, glass, dishes, pots.
pans, 2 squares of white shingles, much more.

Estate of the late Beverly Ann Tyler
Jimmy Lowery, Executor

Shorty McBride,#1779, Auctioneer
Phone# 901-642-1238

BUYS ARE
WAITING...
N 7HE CLASSIFIEDS!
Whether you're in the
market for a washing
machine or a gym set,
you'll find it in

Wierray
Ledger & Times

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL 753-1916

n

'tin

320

290

VERY spacious house for
rent 1br, 1 bath, stove
refrigerator furnished
$300 mo 1 mo deposit, lyr
lease 753-2905

REGISTERED Quarter
horse bay, 15 1hh 7yrs
old 753-1901
WESTERN Saddle excellent condition $275 Will
trade for black barrel or
Arabian saddle Show halter & lead with silver $35
753-1214

4YR old male AKC yellow
Lab, needs home, love &
attention Family pet Excellent with kids $50 obo
753 9100
AKC Collie pups 4 weeks
pick yours now, will be
ready 6/21)93 Males $100
females $75 753 6337
AKC Golden Retriever pup
pies 436 2684
AKC registered. adorable
Cocker Spaniel puppy. butt
& white, 7 weeks old
wormed Must sell $100
obo Call 753-7664 after
5pm If not there, leave
message
HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PARAKEETS & Finches
Call 759 4119 after 5pm
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
WHAT'S so different aboutthe HAPPY JACK 3 X
FLEA COLLAR/ It Works1
Contains NO synthetic
pyrethroidst At TSC
STORES

CREEKVIEW Self storagi
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40rmo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753-2905 for more
information

Public
Sale

Yard Sale
South on 2nd St. left at
Salern-Rattlin Bridge Rd.
(Belcher Oil) for 1 mile,
2nd house on left. Signs.
Jun. 12
8 a.m-3 p.m.
Chest freezer, exer equip,
ladies good name clothes
(4 12), jewelry, kids clothes
(2-14), crib ex cond , toys,
dishes, scooter, table, vanity, commode, 4 tires. curtain rods, yard tools &
flower pots, many misc

Proceeds serve
The Support
Group for the
Blind
1616 Parklane
Fri. (June 11) &
Sat. (June 12)
7 a.m. until
12 Noon

Livestock
& Supplies
GOOD quality mixed
Timothy/Orchard hay Will
probably be ready to pick
up in the field the weekend
of June 12 or 19th at $1 50
per bale And $200 per
bale out of barn After 6pm
753 0815

Real
Estate

Homes
For Salo

4 Party
Garage Sale

3 Party
Yard Sale

28R house near university
on commercial lot low
$40s Also small camper
753 2967

Fri., June 11
7-,
Sat., June 12
7-12
Turn by Knoth B80 on
Coles Campground
Rd. located between
641 & N. 16th St.

Fri. & Sat
7:00-3:00

..
Real!,
• a i! • lo
•
c,rice ranges if
,i,c. 1' nkmg of F,eikng
y.
contact one of our courte

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
yoo have something to sell, here's the way to make your voice
heard. Its the Kentucky Statewide Classified Network.
For 8149, you can place • 25-word ad in 80 Kentucky
newspapers with a potential audience of more than 1,000,000
readers
We've sold everything from antiques to station wagons. From
stud buildings to sewing machine*.
Contact this newspaper for details. Then get ready to sell.
KENTi'CIO' STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NE,TWORK

CLASSIFIED
For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Something for everyone

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

2 Yard Sales
Fri. 12-?
Sat. 7-?
Take 121 N.to Stella, then
Lynn Lawson Rd. 11 ml.
Moving fvsrsaieven FlOrKla
Shell an Sheila crafts inens
children s toys baby bed len
,rg aqui:meg bedspreads
malchrog drapes & cornices
port bag c1ubs Large size
corners CiOlneS dishes pO1S
& pars Somelnirsj for every
orle

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Gigantic 6 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-?

36R. 1 bath brick home in
-Q"---anC/- 4)1Q-1
"
-s-tan-al--crty-- timrtg Priced al the
agents at 753 1222 or stop 540s 753-9708 after 5pm
by othce at 711 Main St
38R 2 bath brick. 1380sq
RE MAX Properties Ltd ft 3yrs old.$72 000 Phone
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey for appointment 753 3293
Bet Air
Center
BY owner Spacious 4.
5 0 2 753 SOLD
bedroom 3 bath in beau
1 800 369 5780
tifJI Dogwood Drive area
ROBERTS Realty Gallo Fenced back yard brick
way County s oldest and patio second story deck
most reliable real estate overlooking tree covered
agency For all your real c:it Formal dining room
estate needs call them to living room family room 2
day at 753 16511 Syca fireplaces Completely tin
rripre and 12th St
ished basement Asking
$139 000 Serious inquiries
WHOLESALE ACREAGE
only No realtors please
with lake access to crystal
753 5800
clean Norris Lake in North
east Tennessee' 5 Acres HOME with income Six
ONLY $39001 Wooded rooms 3br. 2 bath
Paved rd Mountain view 11,C'euned and carpeted paGuaranteed buildable Ex 1 ,0 all electric built-in
cellent Financing. WON T k.tchen central h a Sepa
LAST, CALL NOW' Norris rate entrance to upstairs. 4
Shores
7 days
room and bath apt newly
800 488 4883
File decorated for rental 1•-,
rr0 07019 48 166C
acre site. reduced to
549900 7591122

Yard Sale
Fri., June 11
Sat., June 12
6 a.m. til ?
104 N. 13th St
Auto
accessories,
tires, wheel covers,
trailer
hitches,
wheels, dining room
set, weed eater, misc
Rain or Shine

Turn oh 121 North onto Roy
Graham Rd. go vn miles to
sigma
Coiiectibies opines (infant
maternity large wornens)
ovretty tabrc co:Cad table
bar stook', poises beds
breads. rugs toys cassette
tapes bcycles, tools bits of
decorative items and 'much
much morel

Carport
Sale

4 Family
Carport Sale

E

753-1916

303 South 5th St.
Fri. & Sat
7 a.m. til ?
Old and new things,
children's
clothes
odds & ends

3 Family
Yard Sale

Fri., June 11
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
508 Whitnell

Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Behind Hazel C Mart
Boy & girls infant
clothes, knick knacks
books, clothing - ladies
Cancel if rain

House remodeled so ,ots of
glassware, knick knacks,
cookie ;ars, pictures,
electnc dryer, 12:412 orown
carpet, shelving, girls
clothes 3-4, boys size 3.
womens 10-14, mons med
to X-large

LAKE area bu,:aino tots 1
acre or better Re•sidential
subdivision Cypress Creek
Road near Paris Landing
$8 $10 000 Terms
down 901 232 8266
SMALL 2br house iSOsq
ft). 2 lots good shape per
tea for VileeiNCrici retreat or
summer home View of lake
from deck $24 900 Back
payment lower than new
car
2339 or 753 8767

Lots
For Sale

LOCATED in one. of Mur
rh oiyod
ss loveliest neighbor
with a touch of coon
try conveniently close to
ery thing This 2story 4br,
3 bath all brick quality built
Iome has many added tea
twes 305 Oakdale Dr by
owner
Please call
753 7204

1974 750 HONDA good
di vendable transportation
5675 759 0095

1980 MAZDA RX7
tires $800 753 2297
1985 MAXIMA Sta
sun moon roof, p s L
p,sv V 6 come looi.
$3850 After 5 30i, n
753-8096
1986 TOYOTA 4x4 SF4'5
long bed loaded excellent
condition, also 1993 Do"
Colt 4dr. auto. 8XX miles
list $12,500 asking $85(.)n
753 4260
1988 CHVEROLET Be
retta 6 cyl auto a ,
56 XXX miles with option..
new car warranty Los,
one owner Reduced L.
$5800 753 7210
1988 TOYOTA Camry
Sta Wgn. 4 cyl auto lo
one owner. 43 XXX
excellent condition $890k:
753 5949
1989 BERETTA nice
60.XXX miles 753 9590
1991 FORD Escort LX
20 XXX miles like new
$6000 753 7387
1991 PONTIAC LeMar
2dr 4 cyl auto 23.XXX
miles, like new $4950
753 3704, 1601 Loch Lo
mond. will trade
350 V 8 MOTOR excelleiii
shape 436 2147
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boule
yard Music Murray !,
pine Car Audio Special.Dixieland Center, 1 blok
from MSU dorms
1991 PONTIAC Gran •
Pox 2dr. 47.XXX mile clean and sharp 753 781:
or 753 1423

Auto
Parts

F3EAUT ,FUL bu.,3 ng iot in
AL,11V Toyota & Vol
, ri;•stricted subdi4!sion
Q514,
HI' in acre plus 10 mi kswagon new & used parts
from .:..hoppmg
cen 2 wheel & 4 wheel drive
i,7000 901 042 7577 transmissions 474 0116
':•0 1 642 4714
EXTRA large lot in Kings
wood Subdr,ision Located
on Lancelot Street
753 0610 after 5pm
LOT with trees in South
west Villa size 100 x140 of
150x140 753 3488

Farms
For Sale
1 225 ACRES 753 1300
after 7pm 489 2116
3 ACRES new well 2 out
buildings fenced 8 mies
south of Murray $9900
obo
436 5744 or
436 2528

1'796 OLDS Cutlass 2dr
1972 Olds Royal Eighty
Eight 50 XXX miles 1978
Ford Midas 24' Mini Home
loaded 18 XXX miles
1709 Calloway

Used
Trucks
1963 CHEVY
436 2147

pickup

1968 BLACK Ford pickui,
needs some work $200
753 5474
1973 GMC pick up goo'
condition
$ 1 000
753 8609
1980 SUBURBAN'. ton .t
wheel drive 489 2691

1985 CHEVROLET CU'
Pickup, Auto. Rs. pb VP
Runs 7 drives like' new
1977 FORD Courier'
Phoni
$28 50
Mazda Good running con
502 875-4050 (dealer)
dition $650 or best offer
1987 4x4 JIMMY excellerl.
Frankfort 502 227 2760
condition 88 XXX miles
1980 DODGE Omni 4dr
$7000 759 4994
hatchback brand new Hol
Icy carb fuel pump, coil wire 1987 DODGE D150 Auto
& distributor cap runs ps pb 6 cyl Radial tires
good good gas mileage. Runs & drives great Phor.
good tires cream color fair 502 875 4050 (dealer:,
condition $600 753 6796

Going Out of Business Auction
3 Party
Yard Sale

Garage
Sale
1704 Melrose
off Doran Rd.
6-11-93 and 6-12-93
7 a.m.-?
Furniture, household
items,
namebrand
clothing.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
8-?
North 16th at Northwinds Trailer Park
/20.
Baby items, women's
clothes, jeans, hanging lamps, kitchen appliances 8 dishes,
suntanning stuff and
alot of knick knacks.

102 South 14th
St.
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Bunk beds, radar
range. kitchenware,
little boys clothes to
size 6, ladles plus
sizes & girls junior
clothes

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
From 8 till
whenever
On Van Cleve
Road about 3/4
mile off 94.

Friday,June 11th, 1993 at 2 p.m.at Lamb's Grocery, 1404 Cuba
Road in Mayfield, Ky.
Mr. Clovis and Mrs. Nancy Lamb have been in the grocery. business
for more than 34 years and are retiring. Will sell a fresh clean stack of
groceries and equipment.
Old paper dispenser rack - good meat slicer model S-3 - good
Hussmann meat box - 2 good drink or dairy product case with sliding
glass doors, one Masterbilt, one Universal - good Victor model 2700
cash register - checkout counter - good set of digital read out scales
T.E.C. S-L.37-N - good window air conditioner - large 4 shelf wood
rack - 7 shelf wood drug rack approx. 28' wood 4 shelf rack - cold
drinks - large selection ofgood clean can goods paper items - washing
powders - soaps - dog food - motor oil - tobacco products advertisements - bar stool - color t.v. - round maple table & chairs & other odd
chairs. All of this merchandise appears to be fresh and is clean so
come to this auction and stock up. For more information and your
auction needa,phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Estate Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property

Garage Sale
1507 Chaucer
(Canterbury)
Fri. & Sat.
June 11 & 12
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
New hutch, fireplace
insert, ceiling fans,
twin bed, decorative
pieces old & new,
something for everyone.

Big
Yard Sale
Fri. 8:00-5:00
Sat. 8:00-12:00
1514 Canterbury Dr.
Men's, women's 8
children's
clothes.
household
items.
some furniture, Formby's refinishing pro
ducts, lots of misc

By Way of the
Grapevine
-

ster7ard

Yard Sale

108 S. 13th St
Murray
June 11 & 12
7 a.m.-?
Procraft bass boat,
lawn
mowers,
wrought iron round
glass top table, clothing, luggage, plInts
& --misc. items.

Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today!

Going North on 1211 mile
past Coldwater Baptist
Church brick house on
right.
Lots a bats quo )0Na matron%
dotes boos Crls logos name
wand mans • amens 3otias
Range irAis seats iii ans ear
ionic locate pans go some mire
larns

t

410

Multi Party
Yard Sale

For Rent
Or Lease

Public
Salo

Public
Sale

Antiques & Gifts

New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placemats & napkins, copper.
pewter, lamps. graniteware, cow & apple kitchen
accessories, silk geranium & sunflowers. Come by for
the "unique" Mother's Day Gift!

(Gin certificates & Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

Sat urday,June 12th, 1993 at 10 a.m.at the home ofthe late Mrs.
Orlene Bucy.From Murray,Ky.take Hwy.121 So.through New
Concord approx. 2 miles on Hwy. 121.
Glass door pie safe - old wood cook stove • treadle sewing machine large post bedroom suite - other 4 piece bedroom suits - old pictures &
frames - nice old table lamps - floor lamp - old 4 drawer chest bookcase & books - old vanity lamps - odd bed - tables - kerosene
lamps - couch & chair. odd chairs- color t.v. - electric sewing machine
- frost free ref. - nice 30- electric stove - chest freezer - washer - metal
kitchen cabinet - chrome breakfast set - small kitchen appliances metal shelf- old glass & china - carnival glass • set of Roseberough
china - some Cambridge china - cranberry glasses - green depression.
shaker set - cast iron pieces - cannister set - pots & pans - Club
Aluminum - flatware - sewing items - hen on nest - what not items figurines. Hull pottery .Avon bottles - costume jewelry - afghans - old
quilts & blankets --old quilt tops - bedspreads - luggage - Brownie
flash camera - electric fans & heaters - small stool - stone crock & jugs
- Blue fruit jars - line trimmer - like new 5 h.p. push mower.
Real Estate: Nice older frame 2 bedroom house • living room - bath'
large eat-in kitchen - outside storage on large lot - mature shade.
Terms:20% down selling price day ofauction. Balance in 30 days with
passing ofdeed. Auction held jointly with Terry Paschall Real Estate,
Terry Paschall Broker 753-5814.

Dan Miller 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
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I 1 oruscopes

CLASSIFIEDS

Rh)

.11 NE 11. 1993
4•11111 0%1,11
iFor our personalties! daily .leane Dixon horoscope. based on !
date of -birth. .all 1 -900-98S-778S. Your phone compans %% ill bill on
,:enuslmmute.1
Ii PP IHRTHHAV! IN THE
Ni\INu‘ROF YOUR LIFE: A

510
Services
Offered

Used
Trucb
1J88 FORD Ranger. 4 cyl.
a
air bed loner, tool box,
3.) XXX plus miles. $5350
ee at 413 So 8th St
Int 4IIR-11112ZOI
hoe. all options, 48.XXX
riles, $12.900 1991 2dr
Blazer 4x4 Tahoe, all options, $10,900 527-3512
l'a91 FORD Explorer 4
wkieel dr 2dr Eddie Baurer
olckage auto Ws, ac.
ii17 000 901-644-3764
1992 FORD Ranger Extended cab 17.XXX miles,
amrfm cassette, a/c. p/s.
anti lock brakes. 2 3 litre.
4sp with overdrive
/53-3939 after 6pm
510
Campers
'977 ELDARODA motor
tome 24ft. 48.000 actua
miles, microwave. tv & vcr
newly remocleled.excellen
condition 753-8663

MOTOR guide foot control
trolling motor $75
753,5809

Services
Offered
1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds. attics, & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al lA all around mowing &
tree trimming & light hauling Call 436-2528 ask for
Mark
AlA Landscaping Spring
clean up Mulching. hauling, tree trimming & removal
After 5pm
492-8254
Al. AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mowing Free estimates
759-1683
A-1 Professional VCR
cleaning & small repair
Call Zeb's VCR Repair
436 2135

2IFT Free Spirit self con
tamed good condition
$2900 Days 759-9806 or Al TREE Service Stump
nights 753-1861
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
520
5pm 759-9816 753-0495
Boats
ALPHA Builders Carpen& Motors
try, remodeling porches
14FT aluminum boat & roofing, concrete, drive
trailer._ 15hp motor
ways, painting mainte759-9914
nance. etc Free estimates
489-2303
1968 14FT Fish and Ski
boat. 45hp. good trailer with ANTIQUE refinishing, furnew tires, trolling motor and niture repair & custom
other accessories. $700 woodworking 7538056
obo 762-4791
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
1978 17FT Challenger Pro- Factory trained`by 3 major
V Bass Boat. 84" Beam, manufacturers All work
115 Evinfude, Huge Cast- and parts warranted Ask
ing Decks, Two Livewells. for Andy at The Appliance
Lot of Dry Storage. $3400 Works, 753-2455
OBO Call 502-227-8015
APPLIANCE SERVICE
1986 ARIES Fish & Ski, Kenmore. Westinghouse,
90hp Mercury. Thruster Whirlpool 30+ years extrolling motor, $3950 perience
BOBBY
753-1115
HOPPER, 436-5848
1986 BARETTA Ski Boat.
16 ft. 140hp Mercruiser.
I:0 walk thru front, top.
spare prop low hours, dark
brown & tan, excellent condition, $465*-436-5610

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
ment 759-1515

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, drive1987 HYDRA Sport DV ways, hauling. foundations.
185, 150XR 2 Mercury. fully etc 759-4664
loaded with extras, tandem
trailer with brakes Call BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranevenings 753-1301
teed
753-1134 or
1988 CHEETAH Runab- 436-5832
out. 16ft, 1988 Evinrude
48hp, Galvanized Trailer, CARPET and vinyl installagood condition, $3500 tion and repairs Glen BobPhone
Frankfort ber, 759-1247
502-875-1844 after 6pm
CHIN Chlm Chimney
l989 18FT Bomber Com- Sweeps has 10% senior
mander Ski Pleasure boat, citizen discounts We sell
165hp Mercruiser inboard chimney caps and screens
motor, seats 7 people Re- 435-4191
duced to $9000 436-2794
after 4pm weekdays & any COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices
time Sat & Sun
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
36FT house boat. alumi 436-5560
num hull newly remodeled.
115 Evinrude motor, gener- CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Comator $6500 436 5811
plete installation and serBASS & ski boat vice
Call Gary at.
436-2071 436 5811
759-4754

CLASSIFIED

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems,354-8161 after 4pm

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs. additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761 -

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701
HANDYMAN will do plumbing electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753 0596 ,
INBOARD-8 outboard Mar
me Repair Service calls
502 436 5792
,K B ASSOCIATES Gen
eral construction, remodeling garages'cocks patios
interior trim 753 0834
KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LAWN mowing service In
sured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759-4564
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpets furniture
Free estimates 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668
MOWER repair Same day
service -7-days-week—Most
repairs at your home Fac
tciry trained, 15 yrs expen
ence 502-753-5299
MULCH, pick up loads
Murray 436-5560
PAINTING, exterior. interior Call Charlie Rains
753-5754
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
'
RICK'S Roofing All types
of roofs and repairs Tor
chon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience, guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
bmates'
Day or night
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759 4690

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom WoodworkiN
Kitchen 8. Bath Cabinets
1,
‘44,

-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURN' MuFIRAY 03414to<1 Bunny Broad,
753-5940
.
11°14111frrIg&I•

\\irking
Around
The
Clock
lir You!
Some advertising messages are fleet
IN)
they're seen or heard for a
tem, seconds
and then they are)
gone
It's not that way when you advertise
in classified Your message, in print
can be read and re read
any time
of the day or night
,
When you're looking for results
look to classified One phone rail
puts your ad in print arid .t keeps
on working for you
right around
the clock'

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

VCR-NiNTENDO REPAIR
Wood-VCR Service Center
cleaning- servicing $15
most repairs $35 New lo
cation Route 1, Alma
Open 9-12, 1 5 Mon Fri
753-0530
WANTED light hauling.
trees trimmed or removed
or mowing Call Don
753 2772

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts& Service
Porches and decks avail.
able with metal roof
Silver roof coaong
Eyerlock vinyl
pinning .

under-

14 x 70 — 28 high average, $365
K Rok underpinning
Doors. Windcras, Metal
Siding, Floor Repair
Miller Air Conditioning.

Phone 502-492-8488
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *
WILL mow lawns
753-8908

Call

FREE medium size puppies Days 759-9806,
nights 753-1861
FREE puppies Blue Heeler,
Border Collie mix
435 4174
FREE to a good home
Puppies kittens a female
dog and some big cats Call
436-2441 after Spm

Recent Murray-Calloway County Hospital retiree, Virginia Van
Meter, RN,(right) and second floor Clinical Manager Cathy Farrell,
RN,(left)admire a scrapbook of memories put together by Van Meter's
co-workers for her retirement.

Meter honored at
breakfast reception
Virginia Van Meter of Route 8, We've been able to offer many new
ital."
Benton, was recently honored at a .services and expand the hos,sL,h
tuart
MCCH Administrator
retirement breakfast reception at
a
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Poston presented Van Meter v•
Hamilton chiming mantel clock on
Van Meter retired from the hospital
after 15 years of service, working as behalf of the hospital. She also
a registered nurse.
received the traditional blue, white
Van Meter worked on the hospi- and gold hospital retirement cake
tal's second floor providing nursing adorned with the MCCH service
care for patients. ,She worked the logo.
11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. shift her
"We appreciate the great job
entire 15 years at MCCH.
Virginia has done," said Poston.
The majority of Van Meter's
"She is known as a loving, caring
working hours at MCCH were spent
and compassionate nurse and typiin the hospital's pediatric wing,
fies what a dedicated employee is."
caring for young children. She also
Van Meter plans to enjoy spendmedical/surgical
worked in the
ing time with her grandchildren,
wings on second floor.
her mother,and "just
Van Meter had worked as a taking care of
enjoy life."
1949
and
registered nurse since
received her training from Alton
Van Meter has two children who
Memorial Hospital in Alton, Illi- live in Benton: Darrell Van Meter
nois.
and Lynn Morgan. She has 4 nine"Shortly after I started at MCCH, year-old grandson, Ryan Morgan
the old Mason Memorial Hospital and a granddaughter. Emily Ann
was torn down," she said. "MCCH
Van Meter, who is about two
has progressed a lot since then.
months old.
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quick to anger. they, usually get over their outbursts equally quick's. Wise
patents still encoarage scIt-control. As adults. these (ieminis still dislike the
idea if being tied doss n. Consequently. they ‘c-Ilt seek re I ationshil:‘, [liar
1-4,thparmers gr..at independence. Born bargainers. th.", are experts at
negotiating a good deal. The .k ts the limit in business.

MHS Speech Team
enters tournament
The Murray High Speech Team
participated in the Grand National
Speech tournament over the Me- morial Day weekend in Boca Raton,
Florida. The tournament drew 427
schools from 30 states. The Murray
team consisted of 19 students who
qualified at the state contest earlier
in March. The Grand National
Tournament holds speaking contests in 9 categories. Each category
had over 200 participants.
Individuals who placed high in
the tournament from Murray High
were the following: Peter Johnson-seventh in extemporaneous speaking; Ginger Crouch-- thirteenth in
oratory; Erica Rowleu-- thirteenth
in declamation; Scott Conklin-thirteenth in dramatic performance;
Catic Bates and Jenny Thomas-thirteenth in duo interpretation; Stacey Smith and Michael Robinson-fourteenth in duo interpretation;
Lori Cook-- twenty-fifth in declamation; and Valerie Chapman-twenty-fifth in oral interpretation.
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DOZER & grater work Also
pan for moving dirt on roads
or driveways 436-5828 or
753-9822

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing new construction.
additions blown ceilings
435-4036

could

ii

-

I

••‘
1,

Speech team members also representing Kentucky at the tournament
were Mary Friend, Jennifer
Goodell, Mary Maddox, Angela
Fairbanks, Christopher Fuhrmann,
Scou McKee!,Shannon Farley, Melissa Muscio and Rob Carpenter.

:1

, iii Ii.

esscrifiatz

4

Hours: Tuesday thru Saturday
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and
8:30
p.m.
Each Day
5 to
Closed Wednesdays

June 8-15 Evening Meals Only

The MHS Speech Team closes
out the 1993 season by participating
in the NFL National Tournament in
Indianapolis, Indiana, during June
14-18.

CALL IN ORDERS 753-2348
Hwy. 121 North (2102 Coldwater Rd.) Murray

1,446,729 Kentuckians
can't be wrong*
•N‘
'
)

Postal service
bans smoking
in buildings
Due to recent findings, and to
ensure the safety and health of
postal employees and customers,
smoking will be prohibited in all
U.S. Postal Service buildings or
office space (including service lobbies owned or leased by the Postal
Service), effective June 13, 1993.
Smoking will also be prohibited in
pos4 vehicles.
ne new policy will replace the
present Postal Service policy, which
allows smoking only in strictly
defined and designated areas. This
action is taken as a result of a study
conducted by the Environmental
Protection Agency (E.P.A.) which
concluded that exposure to environmental tobacco smoke is casually
associated with lung cancer and
other adverse health effects. The
report labels such smoke as known
human carcinogen.
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That's how many Kentuckians read a newspaper every day.
And they're spending more time with today's newspapers. 62 percent* spend at
least 30 minutes each day reading today's newspapers.
Before you send your advertising dollars packing, invest your money wisely,
invest in newspaper advertising.'1,446,729 Kentuckians can't be wrong...and you
won't be either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers.

Newspaper advertising - it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button
'January, 1993, Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, The Preston Group, Lexington
...,Sponsored by the Kentucky Press Association
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Today in History

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Looking Back

Ten years ago
Today is Thursday. June 10, the 161st day of 1993. There arc 204
Donna
G. Herndon, director of
clas left in the year.
Alumni Affairs at Murray State
History:
in
Highlight
Today's
University, will represent MSU at
On June 10, 1941, the Gestapo massacred 173 male residents of
Council for Advancement and
Lidice Ciechoslovakia, in retaliation for the killing of a Nati official.
--Support of Education Annual
On this date:
Assembly at San Diego. Calif.,
In 1892, the Republican National Convention, meeting in MinneaJune 19-23.
polis, nominated President Benjamin Harrison for re-election and
Edmund B. Cherry Jr. of ColWhitelaw Reid for vice president. (Harrison, however, lost the elecumbia,
Tenn., spoke at Hazel
tion to former President Cleveland.)
Alumni banquet at Hazel ComIn 1922. singer-actress Judy Garland was born Frances Gurnm in
munity Center. New officers
Grand Rapids, Minn.
elMi
-- were A-dOTtWus Denham,
"d—
In 1935, Alcoholics Anonymous was founded in Akron. Ohio, by
William Adams, Cahrlene NorsWilliam G. Wilson and Dr. Robert Smith.
•
worthy and Ella Tidwell.
In 1940, Italy declared war on France and Britain: Canada declared
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hamm are
Vkal on Rah'.
today. June 10, observing their
In 1946. Italy replaced its abolished monarchy with a republic.
In lot)7. the Middle East War ended as Israel and Syria agreed to . 50th wedding anniversary.
Births report0 include a girl to
se a L.N.-mediated cease-tire.
Mr. and Mrs.L?ines Robert Cherhi lif". James Earl Ray. the convicted assassin of civil rights leadry and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
er Martin I.uther King Jr.. escaped trom Brushy Mountain State Prison
Michael Ray Hill, May 24; a boy
with ses others. Ray was recaptured June 13.
to Mr. and Mrs. Rick Hall, May
ii
197S. Aft irmed. ridden by Sieve Cauthen, won the Belmont
25; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Todd
tal
and. with it, horse racing's Triple Cross ii.
Haley, May 28; a girl to Mr. and
In I955. socialite•Claus von Bulow was acquitted by a jury in Proc. R I. at his retrial on charges he'd tried to murder his heiress
IL.. Martha "Sunnv
von Bulow.
.1.1i year, ago: Sonic 1,000 delegates meeting in Atlanta approsed
the reuniheation of the northern and southern branch churches of
Anieri,-an Presbyte..rians to form the Presbyterian Church it:
I r.; years ago: The House ethics committee announced it had voted
unanimously to conduct a„preliminary inquiry into allegations cone:ming the conduct of Speaker Jim Wright. Author Louis L'Amour
eh,.,1 iii l Os Angeh..s at age 80.
year ago: President Bush dropped Secretary of State James A.
Baker Ill from his trip to the Earth Summit in Bratil, instructing him
to •Lt up nel.lotlations for a new agreement with Russia to reduce
lore! ranee nuclear missile stockpiles.
Birthdays: Britain's Prince Philip is 72. Columnist Nat
Ileniot1 is 68. Author Maurice Sendak is 65. Attorney E. Lee Rai le is
60. M.,:,11.1 commentator Jell Greentield is 511. Actor Andrew Stevens
;s
lit ught for Today: "I am firm. You are obstinate. He is a pigheaded fool." --- Katharine Whitehorn, British newspaper columnist.

Mrs. Bob Washam, May 30.
Twenty "ears ago

Jr
hiri.1 .1 ears ago
••1111
of Mr. and

Mel Purcell and Del Purcell of
Murray High School became the
first non-Louisville team since
1951 to take the doubles championship at Kentucky State High
School Tennis Tournament at
Lexington. Ron Beshear is Mils

11i, .N11,11 Rose, and fiett Hart,
daughter of Mr and Mrs J. Dan
Hart.

ed their Bachelor of
degrees in pharmacy
from I ins er,ity :oI Tennessee at
11emphi, 1 /11 J1111,'
Nits Ja,k Bailey. Mrs. Richard
lu,k
Mrs C.0 Low IA
Mrs.

tennis coach.
Dr. Robett E. Daniel outlined
plans for the baseball program in
Murray . 31 a meeting of Murras
KiwaniS' Club.
Mary Alice Smith was winner
of Women's Spring Golf Tourna•
ment played at Oaks Counirv
Club. Laura Parker was se;ond

:C. Doran
Allbr men. NI is. T
B
and \Its. Ni P. Christopher' were
,is oth.ers of Women's
in'Li
So, WO, ol Christian SCIA lie of
Fir,t N1..thodist Chor,le The Rev.
pa,tor. installed the
otikee,
ent baths reported at Murray llo,pital include a boy to Mr.
and NIrs James Dale McCuiston,
a girl to \le and Mrs. Paul Bray.
a hos to NIL and NI r. Paul Howard Bates and a girl to Mr. and
N1rs. Harold L. Jones.

winner.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Matthews

place

were married for 50 years on Jan.

5, but a celebration is being held
today.
Births reported irtJude a girl to
_Dr. and Mrs. George V. Nichols

DEAR ABBY: I would like to
(liniment on the divorced father
who sent his 6-year-old daughter a
dozen long-stemmed roses for St.
Valentine's Day- ... and his girlfriend
eir three years, a (let/en short
roses! ..11e lamely blamed
It ntl -a friend- who ordered them
11/1. 111111. 1

First of all. hme about stemolUng
more practical and lasting for a fiyear-old
such as time. shared
',allies. or a memorable top to the
/I '
I.
.

Second. don't discenint the. guilI
feelings. Feelings aren't
right or wrong She has a right to

have hers.

BLONDIE

To the girlfriend Thingprobably mot change.

, I.„ 01111• -

tkill

v.. 1111

sq (
. 1•

been appointed to Committee of
National Security of National and
Foreign Aflairs of
Members of Delta Department
of Murray Woman's Club had a
supper meeti—
ng at -Ham Harbor.- Kentucky Lake cottage of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. .1.0111111\ 1) Atkin. eil Highland Park, NBA., base
been the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ansel Grillin and other relatis es.
N1r. and Mrs. Clarence Cedlins
of West Memphis, Ark., has e
been the guests of her lather,
E.M. Perdue, her sister, Mrs Pat
Hackett, and her brother. Paul
Perdue and Limits

boyfriend, miles, the.
Nlen do hit, ot stupid thine- r.".•
mg children nom lorrner ni.o

11tig

III III•a Ci•II
if ,

Nlv e‘peorience AIX

.lik

I h,

t•I
I;

Hi assuage tile'i
iti Ii 1•:\
careftilly !whore
tern) plans Yytih 11ns:1111r'
lye beer i here t
Ice-. a r;
,1/1,01!
only thing I Ali
one else is ins atm.eide•
I. NI I If \

114ln-hip

I !

60V _THAT'S REALLy
QUIRKY ALL RIGHT

need-

It

the. I111141'n .1
Chill(111.11

I \

,
1.
I 1.1

1114.11110 k11111k 11

(totally self-sacrificing partner. let
the Children be inehilged too the hilt
but if you v.ant and need inure
frooni a nizimage•. either speak up, or
liev%are'.

1111 11 1-, '•II.1 111,

I

it 1,1

be! 11111bib I!,1

If a stepparent eo %% oiling to loi•

W.'.

I- .t

211-1 r.“

1/1.41‘, lid 111,11 1111' 1111,11,111,11,1,01

Ltgi

iA 1111

I

.knd

DIEM( L.NI.: Let's hear it from
another woman who has heen
there:

DEAR AliltY Fin hopeful this
tulip/la:awn cc ill help 111(11 voile, }lase.
been married leer a long time. then
suddenly lose their spouse's and
need help in knowing heist tee court

DE11{.ABBY. Let in.
that the question ell Indulging :knot

again. ,
initially. he needs to loseweight.
one
and then. a vehicle is needed

THE FAR SIDE
HE USES GOLD RIPER
C1-1PS .. THE REST OF
US LSE SILVER -

Foro .$ ears ago
Murray 1 raining School
Orchestra, directed by. Josiah
Darnall, started its sok weeks'
Slimmer session on June 8.
Brow ii C. Tucker of po.t 5618
of veterans of Foreign wars has

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
MEMO -r,YOUVE NEW 1sN SiGNED---)"ERE
Vai 1
KNOW
e.-40 wtaare •‹ DONT'S°
corTHERS'
o
euraxs E
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B., GARY LARSON

BY THE WAY, DON'T
USE THE 60t-D SOAP
IN THE vo66.4200PA
61714E2 r

that is late model and clean Net
trucks. Y-ans or old Jalopies. please..
sonic
Second - nice clothes
thing rit•YY in preference. too ,11flit•
thing that has heen hanging

in the

closet for years
new . shat r mg
Third:
Ii 'iii coleo'grie. %%Inch cc nIL make- hini
smell %%underfed
Fourth: more attention paid tIO

It
„

lieiei

and deodorant. •
more attention paid lee oral

Cleanliness

hygiene.
Sixth: more than $20 in pocket

when going on a date. even II me
oredit card is used.
Iii stitimmry. nothing turn- oft me
romance faster than toe violate any
of the above Particularly it the lady
_ is a high-class lady', it is essential
•-•-7 that he. hava. a Car ential 1,1 hers ior
better,

yekeeck

CALVIN and HOBBES
it'E514OULD GET
WIAC;41/AE

IV `10,..l )4,01
MAC4114..
si0') FEEL O8',. MED TO
WARN A BUNN OF CALLS
lou.D vw-ck ict HANE

r
t OGke
\
) RECErtED

I If

TitE c IRV

WM' A MACHINE.,

1140,1'.6 11-1E.

PHONE.
RHAG, AND E.INTUALL'I 'CAE
CM-11:12 Gels UP AND 100
t MI HAVE. TO MK 11)

PROFSLEM AT

CAN .1'+5S1"

Huai CLASS LADY
LAKE(a if'vey 1:1

11ORK. 114E_
SKSZETARIE_S
VAT Gtiow
NE PHONE , c•C'
IM AIWA,
TALKING

PLACE

DEAR LADY: What if he is
kind, considerate, thoughtful,
decent, well-mannered, hardworking and honest, but drives
a 1976 jalopy? Come on, ladsyour values need a tune-up.

"
• -.•••„,:3-

PE-6PLE

Dr. Gott
CATHY
e-

THE moRE BLEAK THE FUTURE1
SEEMS THE MORE PEOPLE
CLINGID THE PAST, MORI

By Peter Ii. Gott. M.D.

r

LOOK neourio! PEOPLE ARE N
DRESSING LIKE THE %Os—
WATCHING T11 SHOWS FROM
THE '505... REFAAKirs* MOVIES
FROM THE '405... EVERYONE'S
TERRIFIED OF THE FUTURE.

W6tt, THERE'S NOTHING TO
WORRY ABOUT CATH4. THE
FUTURE IS IN THE HANDS
Of THE CHILDREN,

THE CHILDREN ME ALL
CLUTCHING DINOSAURS!!

DEAR DR (,OTT I've had 111151
nasal drip most of my adult Ide Evf
specialists have checked for allergies
and I have none Medication provides
only temporary relief Can you ri.roin

"
41.11.•

is

mend anything that %slink! give' noire
permanent reher

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER

1 Wash cycle
5 That woman
8 Float
12 Intertwine
13 In what
manner?
14 Medicinal
plant
15 Native metal
16 Europeans
18 Go astray
19 Latin
conjunction
20 Prevalent
21 River in
Siberia
23 Printer's
measure
24 Sluggish;
indolent
26 Vision
28 Meager
29 Suitable ,
30 Deity
32 Mixture
33 Not Dem.
34 Crate

or FOR WORSE

THIS ISIT! I 1.1:WEIN&

surr-F.I. Do you Love
• THISSUITE.„TaiN?
GCVP -1 LoVe-THis wrrE.1

1>-.

GARFIELD
MIND Ir
PLAY T H R OUGH

35 Edible seed
36 Headgear
37 TV's Rose
Nylund
38 Barbie, for
one
40 Spare
41 Italian
river
43 Negative
44 Decree
45 Note of scale
47 Harem room
49 Beef animal
51 Lubricate
52 Culpable
55 Woody plant
56 Kind of
curve
57 Measure
duration of
DOWN
1 Wild plum
2 Small portion
3 Frozen water
4 Neon symbol
5 Richard

Answer

to Previous Puzzle

P AD 111 L .A.' RIIP . A 1 . 1\1
RARE
APSE
. . .
. ..
. AGE
. .
N UT
DEL I VERED
A:WE
'T • E'E.M S
MIR E
I ,i. N S
END
SNOOP
'HAS
-4
, •
r t
Y A K
E
10 R
MAL A.R
'E 41. *A + N
N
B
.- •
S TREA M,ER
. .
TREE
ER IA
AIDS
STAR
,
.
6-10

1993 Urtdod Feature Syndicate

Roundtree
film
6 Sharpen
7 Female sheep
8 Sun god
9 Beverage
10 First in time
11 Fixed period

L.,

1

2

3

4

5

.

12

6

19

28

I DON'T THINK THERE'S
THERE WAS A GLOW
I M SORRY I'M LATE
WORD THAT DESCRIBES
LIKE
A
SKY
SUPPER,.
THE
YOUR
IN
WITH
ROW IT CAN MAKE
I'VE -NEVER SEEN
STOPPED TO ADMIRE
BEFORE..P.,yOU FEEL..
THE SUNSET • -----'

32

121 22

20

Ael •

41
47
52
5S

6-10

29

34
37

36

42

40

39

45

44

43

49

48

111
31

Err

33

38

23
27

26

35

11

18

17

124 25

PEANUTS

10

14

11
16

15

a

7

50

51

4

51
54
-,

56

57

of time
16 Soil
17 Classify
20 City in
Nevada
22 Exist
25 Water nymph
26 Plunge
27 Once more
26 Soak up
29 Dude
31 Ruby or
Sandra
33 Female'
colloo
34 Brief
conversation
36 Glenn 37 Has on one's
person
39 Running
40 Holds on
properly
41 Harbor
42 Baltic Sea
feeder
44 Tolls
45 Thin coating
46 Toward
shelter
48 Imitate
50 Article
51 Japanese
sash
53 Concerning
54 That thing

DEAR READER An intermittent.
sometimes prolific flow iit mucies Ire ens
the back of the nose down the. throat
is one
so called post nasal drip
of mankind's most ubiquitous at
ments. It is worsened by allergies.
iespecially during the growing season
when the pollen count is high' and by
air pollution, post-nasal drip affects
virtually every cigarette smoker
Symptoms include occasional sore.
throat, a tendency to clear the throat
frequently and a periodic. dry hacking
cough
Post nasal drip is harmless but
annoying Most people put up with it.
using over-the counter antihistamines
isuch as Actifedi at times when the.
condition is particularly bothersoome

Other treatment includes steroid
nasal sprays. prescription antihisla
as Ifismanal and
niinessile
Seldanei. and specific treatment for
allergies such as desensitization
injectionsi
Patients should stop smoking,
avoid passive smoke from other smirk
yrs. attempt to control house dust (by
cleaning thoroughly and using humid
ifiersi. and steer clear of flowering
plants and shrubs during the pollen
season. Also, animal dahder can
cause post nasal drip, so house pets
should be confined to special parts of
the, house and never allowed tic sleep
on the bed or in the bedroom These
are some of the preventive steps to be
taken

In some instances. allergists can be
valuable resources, by testing
patients to discover hidden or unsus
pected allergies that tend to worsen
post nasal drip.
I suggest that you ignore your post
nasal drip, sometimes the treatment
for this condition is more inconve
'tient than the condition itself. If this
isn't an appropriate option, seek a
consultation with an allergist.
To-give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my new
Health Report "Allergies:" Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.0. Box 2433,
New York. NY 10166 Be sure to mention the title.
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Transplants used to treat breast cancer
•

At

Lexington pharmacist Susan
Campbell,32, recently found herself
in a local audience listening to University of Kentucky oncologist Edward Romond give a talk on bone
marrow transplants for treatment of
breast cancer. As he detailed what a
patient typically has to go through—
the weeks of nausea, nearly total lack
—of enermioss- ofappetite, and-the-increased risk of infection, Susan
heard a man behind her'mutter,"111
had to go through all that. I'd rather
just die."
She turned around and said very
firmly:"No thanks, I'd rather live."
Romond,it turns out,isCampbell's
doctor. And Campbell is the first patient in a UK breast cancer study
whose goal is to evaluate the effectiveness of transplants in conjunction
with intensive chemotherapy treatments. In this treatment trial, one of
23 clinical research studies at UK
focused on breast cancer, one group
of patients is given the
.standard
therapy—strong doses of chemotherapy, but not high enough doses to
irreversibly damage the bone marrow.A second group is given the same
amount of the drug during the same
number of sessions, but is then given
one massive dose,after bone marrow
extraction, to see if this much higher
dose toward the end of treatment
makes a difference.
Why did Campbell volunteer for
this study? In August of 1991 she had
breast cancer surgery, and the outcome was poor:28 of41 lymph nodes
removed during surgery (removal of
lymph nodes under the arm is a standard procedure)had been affected by
the disease, and cancer had spread
into the muscle under her breast.After
consulting with her surgeon and with
Romond, she chose high-dose chemotherapy in conjunction with bonemarrow transplantation.
This procedure "has been done for
a few years now,"says Romond."We
know that chemotherapy is effective
against breast cancer and that you can
eradicate more cancer with higher
doses ofchemotherapy.The problem
is that higher and higherdoses start to
cause significant and severe damage
to normal body tissues.And the tissue
most sensitive to chemotherapy is the
tissue that makes blood—the bone
marrow."
Romond explains that after conventional treatment with chemotherapy, the number of blood cells is
dramatically reduced, but that after
about two weeks bone marrow cells
recover, new cells grow back again,
and the patient has as many cells then
as before the treatment."If it weren't.
for the damage to the bone marrow,"
Romond. says, "we could take the.

CORN—AUSTINs
Boy's
Department

:
,41 1/2
4

Dr. Edward Romond talks with bone marrow transplant patient Susan Campbell.
doses of these anti-cancer drugs way
up-10 times the usual dose in some
cases—and kill a lot more of the
cancer."
And as part of a national study of
patients with advanced breast cancer,
Romond is doing exactly this. In
Campbell's case,she was given three
rounds of standard-dose chemotherapy starting in Septemberof 1991,
one Month after her surgery. In December, Romond extracted some of
her bone marrow -("you don't need to
take much") from a small pocket in
the hipbones.The bone marrow,which
looks exactly like blood, is then frozen.
Campbell then underwent a fourth
round of chemotherapy. Six weeks
later she checked in to a carefully
monitored hospital mom in the Markey
Cancer Center and was gi-ven another
treatment, this time with very high
dosesofthree differentchemotherapy
drugs ("I had zero bone marrow by
this time,"she says).Three days after
this treatment her bone marrow was
thawed and given back through a
catheter into her body.Campbell says
that after"several very rough weeks"
in February and March of last year,
she is now "doing real well."
"When we give the patient haLl
her bone marrow,the cells, no longer
frozen in suspended animation, follow blood wherever it goes in the
body and will keep going until they
find blood-marrow space," Romond
explains."Then they'll stop there and

PRICE
STOREWIDE

,03537

directed to the RGS Communications
start growing."
He admits,though, that ilk: proce- & Advancement Office, University of
dure is dangerous because until the KY,Lexington, KY 40506-0057.
transplanted marrow replenishes the
patient's supply of white blood
she is highly vulnerable to infection.
Another consideration for the patient
is cost."With the high-dose treatment
JUNE
and the intensive monitoring in the
hospital for several days. the cost can
run from $50,000 to $100,000,"
Romond says. "Because of this expense—and because the procedure is
risky—we need a national study like
this to find out how advantageous the
procedure is. Is it worth doing? Does
it significantly improv c the rate of
cure for high-risk patients with breast
cancer? If the answer to these quetions is yes, we need to figure out how
to make it less expensive."
Though the majority of insurance
companies do cover at least some of
the cost of bone marrow transplants
and the ensuing hospital costs,others
won't pay any of thVeost. Some policies typically state a
I 00,000,
for example—that they'll cover.
Campbell believes that the procedure is worth the risk. "Dr. Romond
told me after my surgery that we
could do less aggressive treaunent,
which would give me a 10 percent
chance of having no recurrence within
a few years. I didn't like those- odds.
And though it's been a long road to
recovery, I feel good now."

Downtown
Murray

SAVINGS
UP TO

Comments, suggestions or questions
about "UK Science & You" rm* he

Contract Bridge
Garozzo's double showed clubs. Declarer got to six hearts doubled -i-T.nd
liarozzo had to decide whether to
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
lead a spade or a club.
Ile reasoned that declarer might
South dealer.
WEST
EAST
well
he void of spades — judging
Roth sides vulnerable.
•K Q54
•10876 from North's double of four spades
NORTH
82
4
and.East's pass of the double — so
•A J 92
•K5
• A Q64:3 Garozzo led the king of clubs.
This
111 3
4161( Q1085
*96:1
proved
a
costly
miscalculation
—a
•.110982
SO!ITFI
spade lead would have stopped the
▪ ,1 72
•:3
slam — when declarer took the ace of
VA KQ,J109765
clubs and played eight rounds of
•7
hearts to produce- this position:
A4
North
The bidding:
•A .1
South West
North East
•.17
2+
Pass
3+
West
East
4V
4+
I /hie
Pass
•K t
Immaterial
5
6V
Pass
Pass
•K
A disabNEW YORK,(AP)
Pass
I /hie
46Q
right
led 9-year-old who won the
Opening lead — king of clubs.
South
to attend school in:a. mainstream
•:3
classroom has already learned
There are many talented players
5
one lesson: It doesn't hurt to who do very well by executing exotic
•7
have a friend in the White House. squeezes,spectacular coups,and sunAlba Somoza gained the sup- dry other feats of legerdemain. But
When South now led the five of
port of President Clinton in sometimes these very same players trumps. Garozzo was forced to part
February, when her twin, Anasta- are the victims — rather than the with the king of diamonds. Declarer
thereupon discarded a spade from
sia, pleaded with him during a architects — of such exploits.
Consider this deal where the re- dummy. led a club, and so made the
televised question-and-answer
nowned expert, Benito Garozzo of slam.South had found a way to make
sesson with children to have her
Italy, held the West hand in a match one of his losers disappear, just as
sister moved from a special edu- against
Austria. South's two club bid ;a rozzo had done so often to so many
cation class.
was
strong
and artificial, and of his opponents.
The twins have cerebral palsy
and use wheelchairs. Alba, a
quadriplegic who cannot speak,
has a higher-than-average IQ.
Anastasia told Clinton: "She
uses computers to speak, and I
would like her to be in a regular
class just like me."
Clinton agreed, and according
to the twins' mother, he wrote
Anastasia: "I have spoken to
Walker • North Lake • Georgia
some people about your sister's
school situation. I hope we can
help."
The
-twins learned Tuesday that
Anastasia's wish had been
granted.
"They're ecstatic," said their
mother, Mary $011107.41. "Anastasia said, 'Well. I asked the president to help me and he did.' She
Steel Toe Available In Red Wing & Georgia
was very nonchalant."
Educators denied Clinton had
any influence on the Board of
Education ruling.
The twins are granddaughters
of Anastasio Somoza, who was
deposed as dictator of Nicaragua
100 S. 5th St.
753-9419
by the Sandinistas in 1979.

The Story of Man Bites Dog

New
Items
Arriving
Daily!

Disabled girl
gets support
from Clinton

• ire

Men's Work Boots
6 in. Golden Retriever Walker

44)
,

'44.95

8 in. Lace-Ups

38.95

f

Slip On
Georgia Slip On Boot
1st Quality Red Wings

'44.95
'54.95
83.95-98.95

Factory Discount
Shoes

100's of items
to choose
from!
VISA
MC
DISCOVERY
LAYAWAY

Purdom
Furniture & Mattress
202 South 5th St., Murray • 753-4872

90 Days
Same As Cash To
Qualified Buyers

